Staff Report
Applicant:
Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.
Location:
Pine Point area, NT
Date Prepared:
July 12, 2017
Subject:
New Type A Land Use Permit Application

Application:
MV2017C0024
Meeting Date:
July 20, 2017

1. Purpose/Report Summary
The purpose of this Report is to present to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
(MVLWB/the Board):
a) a new Type A Land Use Permit (Permit) Application submitted by Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.
(Darnley Bay);
b) Consider the preliminary screening;
c) Consider the Waste Management Plan;
d) Consider the Spill Contingency Plan; and
e) Consider the Engagement Plan.
2. Background
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

February 17, 2017 – Land Use Permit MV2016C0023 assigned from Pine Point Holding Corp.
to Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.;
May 29, 2017 – Application for new Permit MV2017C0024 received;
June 8, 2017 – Application deemed complete and distributed for review with draft conditions;
June 29, 2017 – Reviewer comments due and received;
July 4, 2017 – West Point First Nation (WPFN) submitted a request to extend the reviewer
comment deadline (following the closure of the comment period);
July 5, 2017 – Email from Board Staff to WPFN communicating that extension request was
received past the deadline, and inquiring whether they would like to submit late comments
for the Board’s potential consideration;
July 5, 2017 – Darnley Bay’s responses due and received;
July 10, 2017 – Response from WPFN regarding submittal of late comments and engagement;
and
July 20, 2017 – Application presented to the Board for decision, and end of the 42-day
timeline.
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3. Discussion
Darnley Bay Resources Ltd. (Darnley Bay or the Proponent) has held Land Use Permit
MV2016C0023 since February 2017, for mineral exploration activities in the Pine Point area, NT.
On May 29, 2017, Darnley Bay submitted an Application for a new Land Use Permit MV2017C0024
(the Permit) which would include and expand upon activities permitted under MV2016C0023
(attached). These proposed expanded activities include increased drilling from approximately 300
holes to 1500 holes, increased equipment use and fuel storage including the addition of two extra
drills (for a total of 3 drills), a slightly larger camp, and five additional mineral claims.
Darnley Bay indicated in the Application it is their intention that the new Permit MV2017C0024
will encompass and expand upon existing activities, and they would endeavor to close Land Use
Permit MV2016C0023 once a new Permit, if granted, is received.
Management Plans
A Waste Management Plan, Spill Contingency Plan, and Engagement Plan were included with the
Application. Board staff suggest that the Waste Management and Spill Contingency Plans meet
applicable guidelines and sufficiently reflect the scope of the proposed activities. No concerns
associated with these Plans were identified during review.
Eligibility
Darnley Bay is eligible as per as per subsection 18(a)(i) of the Mackenzie Valley Land Use
Regulations:
18 A person is eligible for a permit who
(a) Where the proposed land-use operation is in the exercise of a right to search for, win or
exploit minerals or natural resources,
(i) holds the right.
Fees
The required Application Fee of $150 was included with the Application (attached).
Term
Darnley Bay has applied for a term of five years, and plans to request a two-year extension.
Preliminary Screening
Darnley Bay submitted a Table (attached) with the Application delineating and differentiating
between activities which had been previously screened and permitted, from new activities which
they were applying for. Section 2.1 of the Exemption List Regulations reads as follows:
2.1 A development, or a part thereof, for which a permit, licence or authorization is requested
that
(a) was part of a development that fulfilled the requirements of the environmental assessment
process established by the Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act; and
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(b) has not been modified since the development referred to in paragraph (a) fulfilled the
requirements of the environmental assessment process established by the Mackenzie Valley
Resource Management Act.
Board staff are of the opinion that previously screened components of the project included in
Darnley Bay’s current Application meet the criteria to be deemed exempt in accordance with
Section 2.1 of the Exemption List Regulations, as these activities have not been modified, and are
clearly delineated from new, additional activities.
Board staff have prepared the draft preliminary screening report (attached) which clearly
identifies and differentiates between new activities being screened, and previously screened
activities, for the Board’s consideration.
4. Comments
Triggers
The activities as described trigger a Type A Permit in accordance with paragraphs 4(a) and (b) of
the Mackenzie Valley Land Use Regulations:
4) No person shall, without a Type A permit, carry on any activity that involves
(a) on land outside the boundaries of a local government,
(ii)
the use of a vehicle or machine of a weight equal to or exceeding 10 t, other than
on a road or on a community landfill, quarry site or airport,
(iii)
the use of a self-propelled motorized machine for moving earth or clearing land.
(v)
the leveling, grading, clearing, cutting or snowploughing of a line, trail or right-ofway, other than a road or existing trail to a building, that exceeds 1.5 m in width
or 4 ha in area, for the purpose other than the grooming of recreational trails; or
(b) On land within or outside the boundaries of a local government,
(i)
The use of a campsite outside a territorial park for a duration of or exceeding 400
person-days
Darnley Bay addressed water use in their Application, noting that water use will not exceed 85
m3 per day, which is below the 100 m3 per day trigger for a Type B Water Licence.
5. Reviewer Comments
By June 29, 2017, comments and recommendations on the Application were received from the
following reviewers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC);
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO);
Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) – Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre
(PWNHC);
GNWT – Environment and Natural Resources (GNWT-ENR);
GNWT – Lands;
GNWT – Lands Inspector (GNWT-Inspector);
Katlodeeche First Nation (KFN);
Town of Hay River; and
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•

Member of the Legislative Assembly – Hay River North R.J. Simpson.

Darnley Bay responded to comments received on July 5, 2017. The Review Summary and
Attachments (attached) presents the comments and recommendations received during review of
the Application, Darnley Bay’s responses, and Board staff analysis.
During the review, WPFN noted they had not been contacted by Darnley Bay regarding the
Application (see attached July 4, 2017 email). It was discovered upon inquiry by Board staff that
Darnley Bay had been using outdated contact information for WPFN. WPFN informed Board staff
on July 10, 2017 that preliminary discussions with Darnley Bay were taking place. Board staff
suggest that the Engagement Plan submitted with the Application largely meets applicable
guidelines, however, it requires updating to include current contact information for WPFN, and
to include them as a potentially affected party.
The draft Preliminary Screening (attached) contains information from the Application and
reviewer comments regarding environmental and socio-economic concerns, along with
mitigations, and is for the Board’s consideration.
The draft Land Use Permit (Permit) (attached) contains recommended conditions based on the
standard Permit conditions list and reflects reviewer concerns and Board Staff recommendations.
6. Security
Darnley Bay included a security estimate with their Application. As their estimate was done using
the Board’s security calculation template, it was directly comparable to Board staff’s estimate.
Neither the GNWT-Inspector, nor GNWT-Lands submitted estimates for the Board’s
consideration. The table below summarizes the differences between the two estimates. For the
most part, the estimates were very similar, except for a minor difference related to the
equipment line item which is explained in the table below.
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Camp C1

Board staff
$16,075.00

Darnley Bay
$16,075.00 -

Regulated/Hazar
dous Materials
R1

$17,000.00

Hydrocarbon
Storage/Transfer
H1

$7,500.00

$8,000.00 -

Land Disturbance
L1

$135,000.00

$135,000.00 -

Equipment E1

Total*

$43,850.00

$164,568.75

Differences

$11,000.00 Darnley Bay estimated 20 pieces of
heavy equipment. Board staff counted
32 pieces of heavy equipment or
machinery in Equipment List.

$34,100.00 Darnley Bay estimated 20 pieces of
heavy equipment. Board staff counted
32 pieces of heavy equipment or
machinery in Equipment List.
$123,131.25

*The numbers in these columns do not directly add up because of multipliers (for site access, performance, and
environmental risks) in the Board’s security template.

The most significant differences between the two estimates resulted from differences in the
numbers of pieces of equipment included in each estimate (H1 and E1) and Darnley Bay including
$30,000.00 in existing security from their current Permit MV2016C0023 (GNWT
acknowledgement of this security attached). Board staff did not include this reduction in their
estimate, as Darnley Bay indicated in their Application they intend to close MV2016C0023 upon
issuance of Permit MV2017C0023. Once Permit MV2016C0023 is closed, this overlap will no
longer exist as they will either receive a refund or transfer the old security to the new permit, as
is determined appropriate by the GNWT. Once this difference is accounted for, there is a
difference of $11,437.50 between the Board staff ($164,568.75) and Darnley Bay’s ($153,131.25)
estimates.
7. Conclusion
The draft Permit conditions are based upon the standard condition list, reviewer comments, and
Board staff recommendations. Board staff conclude that the conditions contained within this
draft Permit should mitigate the potential environmental impacts this development may have on
the land and water.
Board staff conclude that the Waste Management Plan and Spill Contingency Plan, as submitted,
meet applicable guidelines, and have not identified any concerns associated with approval of
these Plans.
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Board staff conclude that the Engagement Plan submitted with the Application largely meets
applicable guidelines; however, it requires updating to include current contact information for
WPFN, and to include them as a potentially affected party.
8. Recommendations
Board staff recommend the Board:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Confirm aspects of the Application are exempt from preliminary screening;
Approve the updated Preliminary Screening Report;
Approve the Type A Land Use Permit, with a term of five years, and draft Reasons for Decision;
Approve the Waste Management Plan;
Approve the Spill Contingency Plan; and
Approve the Engagement Plan as an interim submission, and require the resubmission of a
revised plan by August 20, 2017 which incorporates West Point First Nation’s correct contact
information and identifies them as an affected party, and written confirmation of conformity
from Board staff.

A draft Approval Letter is attached for the Board’s consideration.
9. Attachments
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application
o Waste Management Plan
o Spill Contingency Plan
o Engagement Plan
o Security Estimate
o Comparison of previously screened vs. new activities
o Fee Receipt
WPFN July 4, 2017 extension request email
o WPFN July 10, 2017 follow-up email
Review Summary and Attachments
Draft Updated Preliminary Screening
Board Staff Security Estimate
GNWT acknowledgement of security for Permit MV2016C0023
Draft Land Use Permit Cover Page
Draft Land Use Permit Conditions
Draft Reasons for Decision
Draft Decision Letter from the Board
Respectfully submitted,

Julian Morse
Regulatory Specialist
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Review Comment Table
Board:

MVLWB

Review Item:

Darnley Bay Resources Ltd. - New Land Use Permit Application - MV2017C0024

File(s):

MV2017C0024

Proponent:

Darnley Bay Resources Limited

Document(s):

MV2017C0024 - Darnley Bay - Land Use Permit Application (860.1KB)
MV2017C0024 - Darnley Bay - Comparison of Currently Permitted Activities vs.
Requested New Activities (214.9KB)
MV2017C0024 - Darnely Bay Resources - New LUP Application - Security
Worksheet (27KB)
MV2017C0024 - Darnely Bay Resources - New LUP Application - Engagement Plan
- May29-17 (425.6KB)
MV2017C0024 - Darnely Bay Resources - New LUP Application - Spill Contingency
Plan - May29-17 (865.7)
MV2017C0024 - Darnely Bay Resources - New LUP Application - Waste
Management Plan - May29-17 (660.8)
MV2017C0024 - Darnley Bay - DRAFT Land Use Permit Conditions (518.7KB)

Item For Review
Distributed On:

June 8 at 17:04 Distribution List

Reviewer
June 29, 2017
Comments Due By:
Proponent
July 5, 2017
Responses Due By:
Darnley Bay Resources Ltd. (Darnley Bay) has submitted an application for a type
A land use permit (permit) to the MVLWB. The purpose of this Application is to
expand mineral exploration activities at the Pine Point area, NT, currently
permitted under Land Use Permit MV2016C0023. The requested term is five
years.

Item Description:

Reviewers are invited to submit questions, comments, and recommendations
using the Online Review System (ORS) by the review comment deadline specified
below. Please provide comments and recommendations on the:
• Application;
• Draft Security Estimate (Your comments will be considered to help the Board
calculate security for the land-use operation.);
• Engagement Record;
• Engagement Plan;
• Waste Management Plan;
• Spill Contingency Plan
• Preliminary Screening that will be conducted by the Board. (Your comments and
recommendations on impacts and proposed mitigation measures will be used to
help the Board make a preliminary screening decision. Please see below for
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additional information); and
• Draft Land Use Permit
Please note that the draft Permit has been developed using the MVLWB’s current
Standard Land Use Permit Conditions Template. The purpose of this draft Permit
is to allow parties to comment on Board staff’s suggested conditions. These draft
materials are not intended to limit in any way the scope of parties’ comments. The
Board is not bound by the contents of the draft Permit and will make its decision
at the close of the proceeding on the basis of all the evidence and arguments filed
by all parties.
Also, under the Preliminary Screening Requirement Regulations of the Mackenzie
Valley Resource Management Act (MVRMA), the Board must conduct a
preliminary screening for an application for a proposed development that requires
a land use permit, unless it is exempt from Part 5 of the MVRMA. Darnley Bay has
submitted a table, attached above for reviewer consideration, which compares
previously screened and permitted activities with new activities associated with
the new permit Application. Reviewers are encouraged to provide comments and
recommendations (e.g. on impacts and mitigation measures) to assist with the
completion of the preliminary screening.
Please be advised that comments made by reviewers regarding impacts of this
project to wildlife and wildlife habitat in this preliminary screening will inform the
GNWT Minister of Environment and Natural Resources’ determination regarding
whether a Wildlife Management and Monitoring Plan will be required for this
project as per Section 95 of the Wildlife Act.
All documents that have been uploaded to this review are also available on our
public registry. If you have any questions or comments about the ORS or this
review, please contact Board staff identified below.
This review item has also been distributed by fax to the following organizations:
Fort Resolution Métis Council Trudy King (867)394-3322;
Fieldworker.frmc53@northwestel.net;
General Reviewer
Information:

Hay River Metis Council Trevor Beck President (867)874-4472;
hrmc@northwestel.net;
NWT Metis Nation
Tim Heron NWTMN IMA Coordinator (867)872-3586;
rcc.nwtmn@northwestel.net;

Contact
Information:

Jen Potten 867-766-7468
Julian Morse 867-766-7453
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Comment Summary
Darnley Bay Resources Limited (Proponent)
Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

1

Draft Permit
Condition #1:
The Permittee
shall not
conduct any
part of the
land-use
operation
within 300
metres of any
privately
owned or
leased land or
structure,
unless
otherwise
authorized in
writing by the
Board.

Comment Excessively large buffers might
negatively impact the exploration program. A
50 m buffer is sufficient for mineral exploration
via angle holes without entering the buffer.
There are no legal settlements or private lands
reported in the project area on MVLWB's maps.
(https://mvlwb.com/sites/default/files/slwb/M
aps/PrivateLand_NWT_1M_3.pdf ) Protections
should not be extended to unpermitted
camps. Affected Parties have complained about
“squatters” in pre-submittal meetings with the
Permittee and asked for Darnley Bay's (DB)
assistance with managing this problem.
Recommendation Revise Condition to: The
Permittee shall not conduct any part of the land
use operation within 50 metres of any
permitted and legal privately owned or leased
land or structure, unless otherwise authorized
in writing by the Board.

Board staff notes
that there is no
requirement for
this buffer in the
MVLUR; the
Board may set
any buffer as it
chooses. Board
staff notes the
commissioner’s
land officer has
recommended
retaining the
300m buffer in
the Permit (See
GNWT-LandsDerise RehmLepine comment
1).

2

Draft Permit
Condition #2:
The Permittee
shall not
conduct any
part of the
land-use
operation
within 300
metres of a
cabin used for
traditional
activities,
including
trapping,
hunting, or
fishing, unless
otherwise
authorized in
writing by the
Board.

Comment Concerns about excessive buffers are
detailed in the Rationale for Condition #1.
Protections for legal users are covered in
Condition #1. Protections should not be
extended to unpermitted camps. Affected
Parties have complained about “squatters” in
pre-submittal meetings with the Permittee and
asked for DB's assistance with managing this
problem.
Recommendation Delete this condition.

Board staff notes
that the intent of
this condition, as
noted in the
Board’s standard
conditions list, is
to protect
traditional cabins
particularly in
cases in which
ownership of the
land or structure
is not clear.
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3

Draft Permit
Condition #6:
The Permittee
shall locate all
lines, trails,
and right-ofways to be
constructed
parallel to any
Watercourse a
minimum of
100 metres
from the
Ordinary High
Water Mark,
except at
crossings.

Comment Some of the leases have multiple
small ponds and small streams; adherence to
these large buffers might negatively impact the
exploration program. Develop consistent
conditions among private operations in the Pine
Point District. These revised buffers are
consistent with amended conditions granted
under MV2015W0011.
Recommendation Revise Condition to: The
Permittee shall locate all lines, trails, and rightof-ways to be constructed parallel to any
watercourse a minimum of: a) Lakes larger than
16 ha: 100m buffer; b) Lakes 1 to 16 ha: 30m
buffer; c) Ponds < 1 ha: 10m buffer; d) Large,
permanent rivers: 100m buffer; e) Medium,
permanent rivers: 60m buffer; and f) Small,
permanent rivers and streams: 10m buffer

Board staff notes
that the buffers
noted in the
referenced
condition of
Permit
MV2015W0011
(Timberworks
Inc.) were
specifically
recommended by
the Inspector to
maintain
consistency with
requirements of a
GNWT Forest
Management
Agreement with
Digaa Enterprises
regarding
activities for
Permit
MV2015W0018.
Timberworks
Inc.’s Permit
MV2015W0011
was subsequently
amended after
Timberworks
requested the
same wording.
Board staff notes
that the 100m
buffer is common
in permits issued
by the Board for
mineral
exploration
projects;
however, the
MVLUR does not
expressly require
a 100m buffer.

4

Draft Permit Comment Notification requirements are
Condition #10: covered in Condition #9; this condition is
At least 48
redundant. The phone numbers listed are not
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hours prior to the correct numbers for the GNWT Inspectors.
the
Recommendation Delete this condition.
commenceme
nt of this landuse operation
and prior to
any land use
activities
within or near
the rail bed,
the Permitee’s
Field
Supervisor
shall contact
the Inspectors
at (867) 6692442 or (867)
669-2468.

Permit,
MV2016C0023,
by the Federal
Inspector, as
certain activities
associated with
the proposed
land use
operation will
occur next to a
rail bed which is a
Federally
managed
contaminated
site.

5

Draft Permit
Condition #24:
The Permittee
shall, where
flowing water
from a
Borehole is
encountered:
a) plug the
Borehole in
such a manner
as to
permanently
prevent any
further
outflow of
water; and b)
immediately
report the
occurrence to
the Board and
an Inspector.

Comment Responsibility for pre-existing flowing
artesian wells created by previous owners,
including those whose permits were closed by
the Government, should not transfer to the
Permittee.
Recommendation Revise Condition to: The
Permittee shall, where flowing water from a
Borehole made by the Permittee is
encountered: a) plug the Borehole in such a
manner as to permanently prevent any further
outflow of water; and b) immediately report
the occurrence to the Board and an Inspector.

Board staff notes
the intention of
the condition is
to require the
permittee to
manage
boreholes they
have created; the
proposed
wording is
therefore a
reasonable
request.

6

Draft Permit
Condition #25:
The Permittee
shall not
conduct
offroad vehicle
travel in areas

Comment Conditions 26, 27 and 28 address offroad vehicle travel and prevention of rutting
under snow-free conditions. The permit is for
year-round activities, therefore site travel under
snow-free conditions would occur.
Recommendation Delete this condition.

Board staff notes
that these
standard
conditions are
included in
permits where
rutting of the
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without snowcovered
surfaces.

7

Draft Permit
Condition #55:
The Permittee
shall not
operate any
vehicle or
equipment
within 150
metres of a
known or
suspected
historical or
archaeological
site or burial
ground.

ground surface
could occur, and
are intended to
ensure the
ground surface is
either dry and
firm, and capable
of supporting
vehicles, or
otherwise
prepared in such
a manner as to
prevent rutting of
the ground
surface. Board
staff is of the
opinion these
conditions are
required to
ensure the
operation is
conducted in
such a manner as
to prevent
excessive damage
associated with
heavy equipment
use, and are
therefore
applicable to this
operation.
Comment Adherence to such a large buffer
might negatively affect the exploration
program. Mackenzie Valley Land Use
Regulation section 6 requires a minimum buffer
of 30m. A 30m buffer is sufficient for
exploration via angle holes without entering the
buffer. Develop consistent conditions among
private operations in the Pine Point District. A
30m buffer is consistent with conditions
granted in MV2015W0011.
Recommendation Revise Condition to: The
Permittee shall not operate any vehicle or
equipment within 30 metres of a known or
suspected archaeological site or burial ground,
unless authorized in writing by the Inspector.
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8

Draft Permit
Condition #57:
The Permittee
shall, where a
suspected
archaeological
or historical
site, or burial
ground is
discovered: a)
Immediately
suspend
operations on
the site; and b)
notify the
Board at (867)
669-0506 or
an Inspector at
(867) 8746995, and the
Prince of
Wales
Northern
Heritage

Comment Single point of contact will improve
information transfer. Field team already has
regular contact with the Inspector. MVLUR
paragraph 12(a) requires notification of an
Inspector or the Board, but not direct
notification of other agencies. Inspectors are
responsible for informing the Board if they are
notified about a suspected site.
Recommendation Revise Condition to: The
Permittee shall, where a suspected
archaeological or historical site, or burial
ground is discovered: a) Immediately suspend
operations on the site; and b) Notify an
Inspector.

This is a standard
condition
included in most
Permits issued by
the Board.
Changing the
wording of this
condition would
be a departure
from common
practice, and
inconsistent with
other Permits
issued by the
Board.

9

Draft Permit
Condition #80:
The Permittee
shall store
overburden
and use it to
recontour the
site after
operations are
complete,
unless
otherwise
authorized in
writing by an
Inspector.

Comment This condition is redundant and
confusing; disposal of overburden is covered in
Condition #79 and restoration is covered in
Condition #81.
Recommendation Delete this condition.

Board staff have
included Darnley
Bay’s
recommended
removal of this
condition in the
draft Permit.

Comment It is overly restrictive to extend
protections to abandoned equipment.
Recommendation Revise Condition to: The
Permittee shall, while preparing the access
road, avoid covering or destroying active traps
or snares that may be found along these routes.

Board staff have
included Darnley
Bay’s
recommended
wording in the
draft Permit.

10 Draft Permit
Condition #85:
The Permittee
shall, while
preparing the
access road,
make every
effort to avoid
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covering or
destroying
traps or snares
that may be
found along
these routes.
11 Proponent
Response to
Letter from
Katlodeeche
First Nation

Comment DB provided KFN, DKFN, NWTMN,
HRMC and FRMC with an advance copy of the
changes that we would be requesting to the
Draft Permit Conditions, so Mr. Redvers had
time to review them prior to preparing and
submitting his comment letter. DB disagrees
with Mr. Redvers on the necessity for 300m
buffers around cabins; and given the fact that
DB has met with Mr. Redvers and other KFN
officials on more than 10 occasions and
exchanged dozens of emails and phone calls
about the planned exploration program, it is
astonishing to us that we are learning about
KFN's "cabin inventory" for the first time in this
comment letter. DB believes that a 50 m buffer
is sufficient to protect the privacy of legal
residents while also allowing us to conduct our
mineral exploration activities via angle
holes. DB does not object to open lines of
communication between the Inspector and any
of the First Nations groups, however DB does
object to any new permit conditions that would
mandate that DB facilitate or monitor those
communications. DB does not agree that a
Wildlife Managment and Monitoring Plan is
required or necessary for this mineral
exploration program for the following
reasons: Significant buffers have been written
into the permit around the banks of the Buffalo
River and GSL to mitigate potential impacts to
the occasional boreal caribou that may be in the
area; none of the agency reviewers felt that
preparation of a formal plan was necessary; and
this would cause undue expense and
unnecessary delay for this relatively simple
exploration program that is projected to disturb
less than 135 total hectares of land in the more
than 18,000 hectares of land in the leases and
claims covered by this permit. DB believes that
mitigation practices to protect migratory birds
are adequate as stated above in response to
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Darnley Bay’s
comments should
be considered in
conjunction with
KFN’s
recommendation
related to the
Cabin Buffer
Condition. See
below for staff
analysis related
to Darnley Bay’s
recommended
removal of the
condition. Board
staff agrees it
would not be
appropriate for a
Permit to
mandate
communication
between
inspectors and
the First Nation,
however such
communication is
encouraged and
expected. Board
staff notes that
GNWT has not
recommended a
Wildlife
Mitigation and
Monitoring Plan,
and that KFN
stated best
practices MAY
include
establishment of
such a plan. A
decision as to
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comments #1 and #14.
Recommendation See above

whether such a
plan would be
required is under
the jurisdiction of
the GNWT, not
the Board.
See also Darnley
Bay comment 2.

12 Proponent
Response to
Letter from
Commissioner'
s Land Officer

Comment Darnley Bay (DB) used the MVLWB's
database on land tenure to prepare our
response to Item 8. on the MVLWB's permit
application. If the Commissioner's Land Office
has additional information on land tenures that
is not available in the MVLWB database, DB
recommends that the Board require that land
tenure information from the Commissioner's
lands be submitted directly to the MVLWB and
entered into the MVLWB database. Senior
management from DB have met with Ms.
Rehm-Lupine in person twice, exchanged emails
with her, and talked with her on the telephone
on multiple occasions. She has had ample
opportunity to provide DB with details
concerning these tenures, and she has not done
so. DB requires better, and more transparent
communication from Agency officials who
possess critical information if we are to be able
to plan and execute our project in a way that
minimizes impacts while simultaneously
allowing us to achieve our goals. Without
assistance from Ms. Rehm-Lupine, DB was able
to obtain a copy of the GIS data for the
Commissioner's lands in the Pine Point
area. Ms. Rehm-Lupine's comments about
tenures as they relate to this permit application
are mis-leading in the following ways: the 4
private lots mentioned in her letter do NOT fall
within any of the leases or claims covered in
this permit application; the 2 private cabins
mentioned in her letter are not in the shapefiles
provided by the Commissioner's office, so it is
not obvious that these exist on the lands
covered by this application; the lot with the
transformer is clearly fenced off and DB must
obviously avoid that area in any exploration
activities; and Teck's existing leases mentioned
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that there is no
requirement for
this buffer in the
MVLUR; the
Board may set
any buffer as it
chooses. The
Commissioner’s
Land Officer has
requested the
300m buffer be
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permit (GNWTLands- Derise
Rehm-Lepine
comment 1).
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in her letter do not fall within land covered by
this permit. Ms. Rehm-Lupine has provided no
justification as to why the tenures mentioned in
her letter require large buffers. Excessively
large buffers might negatively impact the
exploration program. A 50 m buffer is sufficient
for mineral exploration via angle holes without
entering the buffer. DB believes that lease and
claim fees should not be collected for land that
we are subsequently not allowed to explore or
use. Darnley Bay believes that the permit
conditions related to buffers for the legitimate
private tenure mentioned in Ms. Rehm-Lupine's
letter should be no greater than 50m for this
exploration drilling program. Additional
justification related to DB's position on buffer
size is outlined in our comments below on
requested revisions to the Draft permit
conditions.
Recommendation See Above
Environment and Climate Change Canada: Emily Nichol
ID Topic

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

3

General File

Comment (doc) ECCC Cover Letter
Recommendation

1

Land Clearing Comment The Proponent states that only when
and Migratory required will new areas be cleared, that there
Birds
will be minimal tree cutting and roads will be
cleared by cutting to ground level (Section 6,
New Land Use Permit Application). Paragraph
6(a) of the Migratory Bird Regulations, pursuant
to the Migratory Birds Convention Act, states
that no one shall disturb or destroy the nests or
eggs of migratory birds. Migratory birds, the
nests of migratory birds and/or their eggs can
be inadvertently harmed or disturbed as a
result of many activities including but not
limited to clearing trees and other vegetation.
The project is located in Nesting Zone B7, and
migratory birds may be found from the
beginning of May until mid-August. This nesting
period is provided as guidance and may vary
from year to year with some species nesting
outside of these dates. Project activities that
occur during this time could have potential
impacts to migratory birds, nests, or eggs. It is

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

Proponent Response

Board Staff
Analysis
Noted.

July 5: Darnley Bay (DB)
values migratory birds
and supports efforts to
minimize impacts to
these species and their
nests. It should be
noted that conditions
written into the draft
permit already address
the protection of
migratory birds and DB
supports these
conditions. Specifically,
Draft Conditions #15
(Detours and
Crossings); #49 (Habitat
Damage); #58 (Buffer /
No Activity); #77
(Minimize Cleared
Areas); and most
especially #89

Satisfactory
response.
Migratory Bird
Disturbance
condition
included in the
draft Permit.
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the Proponent's responsibility to take
appropriate measures to ensure they comply
with the legislation and regulations.
Safeguarding guidance and information on how
to protect migratory birds and their nests and
eggs when carrying out project activities can be
found on ECCC's web page available at:
http://www.ec.gc.ca/paomitmb/default.asp?lang=En&n=C51C415F-1.
Recommendation If active nests are
encountered during Project activities, ECCC
recommends that the nesting area be avoided
until nesting is complete (i.e., the young have
naturally left the vicinity of the nest). It is
recommended that all disruptive activities in
the area be halted until nesting is completed,
and the nest should be protected with a buffer
zone appropriate for the species and the
surrounding habitat.
2

Species at Risk Comment Subsection 79(2) of the Species at
Risk Act states that during an assessment of a
project, the adverse effects of the project on
listed wildlife species and their critical habitat
must be identified, that measures are taken to
avoid or lesson those effects, and that the
effects need to be monitored. If species at risk
are encountered or affected by the Project the
primary mitigation measure should be
avoidance. The Proponent should avoid contact
with or disturbance to each species, its habitat
and/or its residence. A table of terrestrial
species at risk potentially occurring within the
Project area has been provided as an appendix
in the ECCC cover letter.
Recommendation ECCC recommends that the
Proponent identify any potential Project effects
and provide mitigation for any species at risk
that could be encountered and affected by the
Project. ECCC recommends that the Proponent
undertake monitoring of Species at Risk
mitigation. This should include recording the
locations and dates of any observations of
Species at Risk, behaviour or actions taken by
the animals when project activities were
encountered, and any actions taken by the
Proponent to avoid contact or disturbance to
the species and its habitat.

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

(Migratory Bird
Disturbance) already
address this
concern. DB believes
that ECCC's
recommendation has
already been addressed
in the Draft Permit
Conditions and that no
further changes are
warranted.

July 5: Potential wildlife Satisfactory
impacts and associated response.
mitigation were
addressed in the
application and
associated
plans. Furthermore, DB
has posted copies of
the Company's
"Environmental Best
Practices" at the work
sites of current drilling
contractors and
requires compliance
with these practices
(copy attached). One of
the practices is: "Do
not harrass or approach
wildlife". DB already
has protocols in place
for the contractors to
record incidental
wildlife observations at
the project site. In the
past, contractors and
were encouraged to
record incidental
encounters with wildlife
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and some did, but only
infrequently. Going
forward, DB has
included discussion and
record-keeping of
wildlife observations
and encounters as part
of the mandatory
weekly tailgate safety
meeting which is
attended by all staff
and contractors (copy
of updated safety
meeting data forms
attached). DB believes
that imposition of a
formal wildlife
monitoring program,
with associated recordkeeping, would pose
undue expense on this
simple mineral
exploration
program. The DB staff
doing the work under
this permit are
geologists, not wildlife
specialists, and it is
unreasonable to expect
them to collect data on
wildlife behavior, etc.
DB has prepared a
poster with
photographs of the
Species at Risk listed in
the Appendix of Ms.
Nichol's letter and has
given it to the
Contractors with
instruction that their
records on incidental
observations include
not just big game but all
species on the poster
(copy of poster
attached). DB does not
believe that any

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.
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changes to the
proposed permit
conditions are
necessary to address
this recommendation.
July 5: additional
attachment July 5:
attachment
Fisheries and Oceans Canada: Laura Watkinson
ID Topic

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

3

General File

Comment (doc) Fisheries and Oceans
Canada Cover Letter
Recommendation

1

Drill Density

Comment Diamond drills will be used for the
Darnley Bay exploration project. Over the
course of 5 years, the proponent estimates that
there will be a maximum of 1500 drill holes for
40 leases and 5 claims and no more than 3 drills
will be in operation at any given time. However,
it is unclear to DFO what the drill density will be
for drilling that occurs near or on waterbodies,
since drill hole locations will be determined at a
later date. DFO notes that drilling may result in
negative impacts to fish bearing water bodies.
Recommendation Since the current drill density
has yet to be determined, DFO recommends the
proponent consider the following: Small
diameter/low density on-ice drilling (i.e., less
than 100mm with drill sites consisting of no
more than three boreholes each, and drill sites
spaced no closer than 15 metres apart) may be
undertaken, except in known fish spawning
habitat. DFO recommends that the proponent
avoid drilling in gravel or rock rubble substrates
in water depths less than four (4) metres within
water bodies where fall-spawning fish species
(e.g., lake trout, whitefish) are likely to be
present. If the waterbody is not frozen to the
bottom, fish deterrent techniques should be
used to avoid impact to fish and drilling should
be limited or avoided in order to reduce
impacts to fish as it could be used as
overwintering habitat.

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

Proponent Response

Board Staff
Analysis
Noted.

July 5: DB values native
fish and supports
efforts to minimize
impacts to these
species and their
spawning habitat. The
waterbodies known to
support fish and
spawning habitat in the
project area are
protected by
substantial buffers that
must be observed (see
Permit Condition
#58). Additional
protections are
provided to aquatic
habitats via a number
of additional permit
conditions,
notably: #37
(Watercourse Buffer),
#6 (Parallel
Watercourse), #21
(Sumps from
Water), #22 (Natural
Drainage), #33 (Stream
Banks), #34 (Minimize
Approach), #35 (No
Fording of Streams),
#37 (Watercourse
Buffer), #38 (Excavate

Satisfactory
response.
Adhering to
buffers as noted
by Darnley Bay,
and the advice
provided by DFO,
will ensure
impacts are
minimized.
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Near Watercourse), #40
(Drilling Near Water or
on Ice), #49 (Habitat
Damage), and #50
(Prevent
Entrainment). DB
believes that ECCC's
recommendation has
already been addressed
in the Draft Permit
Conditions and that no
further changes are
warranted.
2

Water
Withdrawal

Comment Water withdrawal for camp and drill
water has the potential to cause serious harm
to fish. Potential impacts may include but are
not limited to flow alteration, reduction in
water levels, or entrainment/impingement at
water pump intakes. DFO notes that the Draft
Land Use Plan includes following DFO's
Freshwater Intake End-of-Pipe Fish Screen
Guidelines, 1995.
Recommendation DFO recommends that the
proponent follow DFO's Protocol for Winter
Water Withdrawal from Ice-covered
Waterbodies in the Northwest Territories and
Nunavut (2010). DFO also recommends that the
proponent adhere to the following best
management practices for avoiding serious
harm to fish: - Whenever feasible, withdraw
water from non-fish bearing waterbodies; if
fish-bearing waterbodies cannot be avoided,
use only larger streams or lakes and avoid small
water bodies. - Ensure water withdrawal
volumes do not impact fish or fish habitat.
Withdrawals from fish-bearing waters should
not result in any noticeable change in water
level or downstream flows, particularly during
sensitive life stages (e.g. by dewatering or egg
incubation areas). - Lastly, for any multiple or
simultaneous water withdrawals consider the
cumulative impact of the total withdrawal
volume on fish habitat by all waters.

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

July 5: DB values native
fish and supports
efforts to minimize
impacts to these
species and their
spawning habitat.
Unintentional impacts
are already addressed
in permit condition #50
(Prevent
Entrainment). However
, DB agrees that
changing the language
of Draft Condition #50
may provide clarity on
this issue. DB supports
changing the language
of this condition to
read: "The Permittee
shall construct and
maintain the water
intake to prevent
entrainment of fish.
Other dimensions must
follow DFO's
"Freshwater Intake
End-of-Pipe Fish Screen
Guidelines" and the
"Protocol for Winter
Water Withdrawal from
Ice-covered
Waterbodies in the
Northwest Territories
and Nunavut (2010)."

Satisfactory
response. Fish
entrainment and
water withdrawal
conditions added
to draft Permit.
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GNWT - ECE: Naomi Smethurst
ID Topic

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

Proponent Response

1

Comment The Prince of Wales Northern
Heritage Centre (PWNHC) has reviewed the
draft conditions outlined for the Darnley Bay
Land Use Permit Application. In addition to the
conditions outlined under Section 26(1)(j) of the
draft land use permit conditions the following
conditions are required: Archaeological
Overview: At least 30 days prior to any new
land disturbance, including new drill sites, the
Permittee shall conduct an Archaeological
Overview to identify areas of high and low
potential for archaeological and burial sites and
shall submit a summary report to the Board and
the Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre.
AIA-High Potential: Prior to disturbance in
areas of high potential for archaeological or
burial sites identified in the Archaeological
Overview, the Permittee shall conduct an
Archaeological Impact Assessment of the sites
where disturbance is planned and shall submit a
summary report to the Board and the Prince of
Wales Northern Heritage Centre. Further
Information: An Archaeological Impact
Assessment (AIA) was previously conducted in
2011 within the requested permitted area. The
archaeological assessment included areas in the
vicinity of deposits 0-556, P-499, R-190, X-25, Z155, G-03, and N-204. Four significant
archaeological sites were identified within G-03.
All four sites were located within areas
previously disturbed by mining exploration
activities. Previous disturbances included roads,
drilling, survey, and seismic lines, and a
helicopter landing pad. The activities currently
permitted under MV2016C0023 (reviewed in
2016) did not previously require an AOA
primarily because proposed activities were to
be constrained to areas of previous disturbance,
eg. existing drill pads, roads, cut-lines, etc.
However, the 2017 application (MV2017C0024)
calls for significantly more proposed drill sites (a
maximum of 1500) and additional activities
which have the potential to impact unknown
archaeological deposits. Though the currently

July 5: Darnley Bay (DB)
agrees that protection
of archaeological sites
in the NWT is important
and our work practices
support that
assertion. Information
about what to do,
should a suspected site
be encountered, is
readily accessible at our
field sites, and drilling
contractors have been
educated on this
issue. DB contacted
PWNHC in February,
2017 to obtain current
information about
known archaeological
sites in the project area
and the head of the DB
geology program is
using the GIS data
provided by PWNHC to
identify areas that will
be avoided in the
exploration
program. The land area
covered in this permit
application includes the
40 leases that are
covered in the existing
exploration permit as
well as 5 claims in the
vicinity of the old Pine
Point mill and town
site. As noted by Ms.
Smethurst, an AIA has
already been conducted
for 7 of these leases,
including G-03 which
includes land on the
bank of the Buffalo
River, and is the

Draft Land Use
Permit
Conditions Archaeological
Site Protection

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

Board Staff
Analysis
Board staff has
included the
recommended
conditions in the
draft Permit.
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proposed drill sites are largely intended to be
placed within areas of previous disturbance and
previously cleared areas, the PWNHC notes that
previous disturbance can encompass widely
different levels of actual ground disturbance,
ranging from open pits to cleared trails.
Archaeological deposits can be found within
previously disturbed contexts, as was
demonstrated by the 2011 study. The
requested Permit Application MV2017C0024
includes exploration work in deposits W-85, L65, X-65, , an area near 0-42, in addition to the
previously assessed deposits of N-204 and R190. The PWNHC requests that an AOA is
conducted for all deposits that were not
assessed during the 2011 study, namely W-85,
L-65, X-65, the area near 0-42, and for any
further sites identified as the season
progresses. An AIA should be conducted for
any areas of high archaeological potential
identified by the AOA. Please note the PWNHC
has recently updated Archaeological Overview
Guidelines (http://www.pwnhc.ca/culturalplaces/archaeology-program/).
Recommendation We recommend that the
standard Archaeological Overview and AIA-High
Potential conditions be added to the land use
permit.

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

location with the
highest likelihood of
supporting
archaeological
sites. The 4 sites
located there are near
the bank of the river, an
area which will be
protected by the
buffers written into this
permit. When the
application for the
existing exploration
permit for the 40 leases
was reviewed 10
months ago by Glen
Mackay at the GNWT’s
PWNHC, he
recommended that the
Draft Permit Condition
requiring an
Archaeological
Overview Assessment
be deleted because “An
archaeological impact
assessment (AIA) was
conducted for key
deposits in Tamerlane
Ventures Inc.’s
exploration area in
2011. The PWNHC does
not require any
additional studies at
this time.” The
archaeological sites
mentioned by Ms.
Smethurst had already
been reported and
were known to Mr.
Mackay. The additional
land area included in
this application (i.e. 5
claims) is located in the
old Pine Point mill and
town site. An
Archaeological
Overview Assessment
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was conducted in the
Pine Point project area
east of the Buffalo River
in February 2016 by
Kleanza Consulting Ltd.
and it included much of
the old Pine Point town
site. A copy of that
AOA is posted to the
MVLWB registry under
LUP
#MV2015W0011. Nearl
y all of the land in the
old Pine Point town site
was identified as having
“Low” archaeological
potential because of its
previous land
disturbance
history. Land within
wetland buffers was
automatically identified
as having “LowModerate”
archaeological
potential. None of the
areas ranked “Low” or
“Low-Moderate” were
recommended for
further study vis a vis
Archaeological Impact
Assessment. In
summary: an AIA has
already been
completed in the area
most likely to support
archaeological sites
(according to the site
screening criteria
identified by Kleanza)
and appropriate buffers
have been written into
the permit conditions
to protect sites along
the bank of the Buffalo
River; a determination
of “no further study

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.
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required” was made in
October, 2016 by staff
at PWNHC regarding
exploration drilling at
the 40 leases covered in
this application; an AOA
was completed in
February, 2016 for
lands within the new
claims covered in this
application, all of which
lie within the previously
disturbed town- and
mill-sites at Pine Point;
and a large portion of
the exploration
program will occur in
winter and on
previously-disturbed
ground which will
further decrease the
potential for adverse
impacts. DB believes
that inclusion of the
“Archaeological
Overview” and “AIAHigh Potential”
conditions would result
in undue delays in the
project schedule as well
as unnecessary
expense.
GNWT - ENR: Monica Wendt
ID Topic

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

20 General File

Comment (doc) ENR comments - cover letter
Recommendation

1

Comment If the Proponents Waste
Management Plan or methods of waste disposal
indicate that project waste, or industrial waste,
will be transported to community infrastructure
for disposal, the Proponent should not assume
they may deposit industrial wastes, generated
outside of community boundaries, in Northwest
Territories community Solid and Liquid Waste
Disposal Facilities.

Topic 1:
Industrial and
Solid, Liquid or
Sewage Waste
Disposal

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

Proponent Response

Board Staff
Analysis
Noted.

July 5: Senior
Management from
Darnley Bay met with
officials from the Town
of Hay River in March,
2017 to discuss the
exploration
project. The discussion
included an inquiry

Satisfactory
response. Board
staff has
reviewed the
attached letter
and confirms that
Hay River will
accept waste
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2

Topic 2:
Incineration
and Open
Burning

Recommendation 1) Should the Proponent
intend to deposit waste in an NWT community
Solid and Liquid Waste Disposal Facility, ENR
requests that the Proponent demonstrate in the
Waste Management Plan, or to the Board, that
the receiving communities ‘ Solid and Liquid
Waste Disposal Facility holds a Water Licence
that authorizes the disposal of any industrial
waste streams originating from outside
municipal boundaries. The Proponent should
also demonstrate to the Board that the
community has been consulted, and has
consented in writing, regarding the use of its
infrastructure for disposal of the waste streams
and quantities in question, and the disposal of
such wastes will not contravene the Waters Act
or the Environmental Protection Act and related
Regulations and Guidelines.

from DB about waste
generated by the
disposal in Hay River
project.
and confirmation by
Town officials of the
willingness and capacity
to accept wastes from
Darnley Bay's
exploration
project. The Town of
Hay river provided a
letter of support for
this permit application
which is included in the
comment registry; the
Town's willingness to
accept project waste
was implied in that
letter. However, an
additional letter from
the Town's Director of
Projects and
Planning was
submitted to the
MVLWB on July 2, 2017
(copy attached); that
letter addresses this
question specifically
and reiterates the
Town's willingness to
accept project
waste. DB believes that
this comment has been
addressed and that no
changes to the Permit
or Plans are necessary.

Comment no comment
Recommendation 1) If open burning will be
utilized during project activities, only those
waste streams identified in the Municipal Solid
Wastes Suitable for Open Burning document
located on the GNWT ENR website may be open
burned without the use of an approved
incinerator. The document can be found at the
following site.
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/guideli
nes/solid_wastes_suitable_open_burning.pdf 2)
At any time, or in the event that the Proponent

July 5: Open burning
Satisfactory
will not be utilized in
response.
the project. It is not
mentioned in the
project
description. The Waste
Management Plan and
Spill Contingency Plan
both address the issue
of appropriate use of
approved
incinerators. These

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.
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intends to incinerate any waste streams, the
Proponent should provide to the Board
Incineration Management Strategies that
demonstrate that the device and procedures
selected are suitable to the waste stream
intended for incineration. Otherwise, harmful
releases of toxic compounds, will result.
Incineration strategies should meet the
emissions limits established under the CanadaWide Standards (CWS) for Dioxins and Furans
(CCME 2001), CWS for Mercury Emissions
(CCME 2000) and the NWT Ambient Air Quality
Guidelines. The Incineration Management
Strategies should also include: a) A description
of waste streams intended for incineration; b)
Selected incineration technology and rationale
for selection (the minimum requirement to
accommodate complex waste streams should
be a dual-chamber, controlled-air incinerator);
c) A description of recycling and waste
segregation plans that control waste entering
the incinerator; d) Operator training and
qualifications, and the use of trained and
designated operators; e) Procedures for
operation and maintenance, including recordkeeping (i.e. completion of burn cycle and
maintenance logs, and recording of the weight
of each waste load charged to the incinerator);
f) A reporting requirement to summarize the
tracking and record-keeping component; and, g)
Weigh scales to record the weight of each load
charged to the incinerator; h) Details of
emission measurement methods, where
applicable. 3) Residual ash from the incineration
of non-segregated waste must be tested prior
to disposal to ensure that it meets the criteria
specified in the NWT Environmental Guideline
for Industrial Waste Discharges. Incineration
ash can be contaminated with toxic compounds
and by-products such as dioxins and furans and
should therefore be tested to ensure that it is
disposed of in an appropriate and approved
manner.
3

Topic 3:
Hazardous
Waste
Management

Comment All Proponents that generate
hazardous wastes must be registered as a
generator of hazardous waste in the NWT. The
Guideline for the General Management of

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

Plans describe the
approved methods for
disposing of each waste
stream; no exceptions
are made for
incineration of toxic
substances. It should
be noted that none of
the current contractors
are using incineration
as a waste disposal
method. DB believes
that no further action is
required to address
these
recommendations.

Comment is for
proponent’s
information only,
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Hazardous Waste in the NWT defines hazardous
waste and outlines the roles and responsibilities
of generators, carriers, and receivers of
hazardous waste in the NWT. The ENR,
Environment Division (ED) registers generators,
carriers, receivers, and tracks the disposal of
hazardous waste generated in the NWT to
registered receiving facilities on hazardous
waste movement documents (manifest). The
definition of hazardous waste includes all waste
materials that are 'dangerous goods' according
to the Transportation of Dangerous Goods
Regulations, and any additional waste of special
concern that the ED has determined hazardous
until proven otherwise, including but not
limited to: a) incinerator waste and/or residuals
(including bottom ash and fly ash); b) any liquid
or solid wastes contaminated with refined
petroleum products; c) bilge wastes; d) vehicle
or vessel servicing wastes e) drilling wastes; f)
produced fluids (Glycol / Hydrocarbon /
Inorganic Mixtures); g) tailings; and h) any
hydrocarbon, lead, mercury or other forms of
contaminated soils. The Guideline for the
General Management of Hazardous Waste in
the NWT and the Transportation of Dangerous
Good Regulations may be found at the
following sites:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/guideli
nes/general_management.pdf
http://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/tdg/clear-menu497.htm
Recommendation 1) If the Proponent is using
or generating hazardous waste, they must
register as a generator of hazardous waste in
the NWT and track the disposal of hazardous
waste from the site activities to registered
receivers on hazardous waste movement
documents provided by ENR. Please contact the
Environment Division, ENR to register or for
more information contact Mr. Gerald Enns,
Hazardous Waste Specialist, ED by email
(Gerald_Enns@gov.nt.ca) or by phone (867)
767-9236 extension 53187. 2) It is
recommended the Board include a condition in
the Permit/Licence that ensures any Proponent
that utilizes, generates, transports or deposit

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

no response
required.
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hazardous waste register with ENR, GNWT as
indicated in recommendation one(1).
4

Topic 4: Fuel
Storage and
Spill
Contingency
Planning and
Reporting

Comment ENR acknowledges the proponent's
Spill Contingency Plan. In addition, the
Proponent should also follow best practices for
fuel storage and spill containment during
project activities which may include the
following recommendations.
Recommendation 1) To assist in spill
contingency planning, information is provided
in EPA Spill Contingency Planning and Reporting
Regulations found here:
https://www.justice.gov.nt.ca/en/files/legislatio
n/environmental-protection/environmentalprotection.r2.pdf If clarification or further
information is needed please contact the
Environment Division, ENR directly to aid in the
development of the Plan 2) In accordance with
the Spill Contingency Planning and Reporting
Regulations Section 10, all spills in accordance
with Schedule B must be reported immediately
to the 24-hour Spill Report Line (867) 920-8130.
3) With respect to the Environmental Protection
Act Section 5 (1b) all spills, regardless of
amount, must be cleaned up, and contaminated
materials disposed of at an approved facility, or
in an approved manner. Additionally, as
indicated in Section 5(1c) all reasonable efforts
must be made to notify any parties affected or
potentially affected by the spill. 4) Fuel storage
areas should be greater than 100m distance
from the ordinary high water mark of a water
body and not located in a drainage channel. 5)
All fuel or storage vessels containing hazardous
substances left for extended periods of time
(including overnight in vehicles), should be
stationed in an area that contains sufficient
secondary containment (i.e. Drip pans, lined
bermed areas, double walled enviro-tanks etc.).
6) It is recommended spill kits be provided.
Personnel should be trained to ensure that in
the event of a spill it is contained and
remediated appropriately to industry-accepted
best practices and regulatory approval. In case
refuelling takes place near water, in water spill
planning should be considered to prevent
inadvertent releases. 7) ENR recommends, for

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

July 5: All of these
recommendations are
already addressed in
the Waste
Management and Spill
Contingency Plans as
well as existing permit
conditions. DB believes
that no changes to the
Plans or Permit
Conditions are
warranted.

This comment is
not specific to the
project –
satisfactory
response.
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the operator ‘s convenience and increased
environmental protection, that all heavy
equipment and refuelling vehicles carry
portable spill kits that include items such as
absorbent pads, containment booms, and spill
pool catchment receptacles. Readily available
and fully stocked spill kits can effectively
mitigate potential spills.
5

Topic 5:
Wildlife: NWT
Listed and Prelisted Species
at Risk

Comment Sections 76 and 77 of the Species at
Risk (NWT) Act require the Minister of
Environment and Natural Resources to make a
submission to the body responsible for
assessing the potential impacts of a proposed
development, or for considering a Land Use
Permit or Water Licence application, respecting
the potential impacts of the proposed
development, Permit or Licence application on
a NWT-listed or pre-listed species or its habitat.
NWT-listed species are those that are on the
NWT List of Species at Risk. Pre-listed species
are those that have been assessed by the NWT
Species at Risk Committee (SARC) but have not
yet been added to the NWT List of Species at
Risk. The Proponent should be aware that NWTlisted or pre-listed species at risk and their
habitat may also be subject to protection under
existing sections of the NWT Wildlife Act. As a
best practice, ENR encourages the Proponent to
consider potential impacts, mitigation measures
and monitoring requirements for species at risk
listed under the federal Species at Risk Act, as
well as those designated as at risk by the
Committee on the Status of Endangered
Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) that may occur in
the project area, and the prohibitions that may
apply to these species under federal legislation.
The project area overlaps with the ranges of the
following NWT-listed and/or pre-listed species: .
Boreal Caribou - listed as of Feb 2014,
Threatened in the NWT
Recommendation 1) Although the project
overlaps with the range(s) of the species listed
above, ENR is of the opinion that the nature,
areal extent, scale and/or timing of the
proposed project are such that the likelihood of
impacts to NWT-listed or pre-listed species at
risk is minimal.

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

July 5: DB agrees that Satisfactory
risk of potential adverse response.
impacts to Species at
Risk is minimal in the
proposed exploration
program. It should be
noted that conditions
written into the draft
permit already address
the protection of
wildlife, including
species at risk and DB
supports these
conditions. Specifically,
Draft Conditions #15
(Detours and
Crossings); #49 (Habitat
Damage); #58 (Buffer /
No Activity); #77
(Minimize Cleared
Areas); #88 (Caribou
Disturbance); and #89
(Migratory Bird
Disturbance) already
address this
concern. DB believes
that ENR's comment
has already been
addressed in the Draft
Permit Conditions and
that no further changes
to the permit are
warranted.
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6

Topic 6:
Cumulative
Effects
Tracking

Comment Keeping track of the disturbance
footprint of development activities is an
important component of tracking and informing
the management of cumulative effects on
wildlife and wildlife habitat.
Recommendation 1) The Proponent should
submit the bounding coordinates or geospatial
data for the proposed project footprint and for
the completed project footprint to the Land and
Water Board for placement on the public
registry. The Mackenzie Valley Land and Water
Board ‘s Standards for Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) Submissions should be followed
when submitting spatial data.

July 5: DB already
follows the MVLWB's
"Standards for
Geographic Information
Systems (GIS)
Submittions" in all
submittals to the
Board. DB believes that
ENR's recommendation
has already been
addressed in the Draft
Permit Condition #4
and that no further
changes to the permit
are warranted.

Satisfactory
response. Board
staff notes that
the proponent
submitted
coordinates as
required by, and
submitted with,
the Application.

7

Topic 7:
Wildlife
Abodes

Comment Subject to sub-section 51(2) of the
Wildlife Act, it is illegal to break into, destroy, or
damage a den, beaver dam or lodge, muskrat
push-up or hibernaculum unless you have an
Aboriginal or treaty right or a Permit to do so.
Protection of dens, beaver lodges, muskrat
push-ups, and hibernacula is essential to
ensuring reproductive success and survival of
both adults and young.
Recommendation 1) The Proponent should
conduct pre-activity surveys within 800m of the
project footprint to identify active bear dens if
project activities will occur between September
30 and March 30. Surveys should be conducted
in the fall to detect freshly dug dens. 2) If an
active bear den is detected, or suspected, the
Proponent should implement and maintain an
800 m exclusion zone until the bear emerges in
spring. 3) If a bear den and exclusion zone
would result in the halt of part or the entire
program, the Proponent should contact ENR to
discuss alternative mitigation options. The
location of active bear dens should be kept
confidential between the developer and ENR
until after emergence in the spring. 4) It is
recommended that, if encountered, beaver
lodges, muskrat push-ups, and hibernacula are
not disturbed or damaged.

July 5: Protections for
dens, beaver lodges,
muskrat push-ups and
hibernacula are already
covered by draft
condition
#49. Furthermore, DB
has posted copies of
the Company's
"Environmental Best
Practices" (copy
attached) at the work
sites of current drilling
contractors and
requires compliance
with these
practices. One of the
practices is: "Do not
harrass or approach
wildlife". DB believes
that a requirement to
conduct pre-activity
surveys within 800m of
each proposed drill hole
and access route is
unnecessary because
adequate wildlife
protections are already
in place under existing
permit conditions. DB
further believes that
the undue expense and

Board staff
agrees the
Habitat Damage
condition
addresses this
concern, and
notes that
surveying for
Bear Dens falls
within reasonable
measures to
prevent damage.
Board staff
further notes that
the prohibition
against disturbing
these animals
exists within, and
is enforceable
under the
Wildlife Act
regardless of
conditions placed
in a Permit under
jurisdiction of the
MVRMA. Darnley
Bay is expected
to adhere to all
relevant
legislation,
including the
Wildlife Act,
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potentially
when conducting
unacceptable project
operations.
delays that would result
from imposition of this
recommendation are
not appropriate for a
relatively small mineral
exploration program.
8

Topic 8:
Wildlife
Attractants
and Waste
Management

Comment Subject to sub-section 66(1) of the
Wildlife Act no person shall store food, waste,
or other substances in a manner that may
attract big game or other prescribed wildlife
and put people, domestic animals, or wildlife in
danger. Subject to sub-section 65(1) of the
Wildlife Act, it is illegal to intentionally feed big
game, furbearers or other prescribed wildlife.
Schedule A - Part 2 of the Wildlife General
Regulations sets out the species prescribed as
fur-bearers.
Recommendation 1) The Proponent should
utilize food and garbage handling and storage
procedures that will minimize the attraction of
wildlife. 2) The Proponent should store all food,
waste, washed recyclables and debris that may
attract wildlife within sealed animal proof
containers until final disposal. 3) The Proponent
should ensure that sealed animal proof
containers are cleaned once emptied to
minimize the attraction of wildlife. 4) The
Proponent should ensure that all grey water
(dishwater, showers, laundry, etc.) and black
water (sewage) are treated and disposed of in a
manner that will minimize the attraction of
wildlife. 5) The Proponent should remove all
waste petroleum products including used oil
filters, rags, scrap metal, discarded machinery,
parts, drums, barrels, or plastics to an approved
waste disposal facility.

9

Comments
and
Recommendat
ions Directed
to the
Proponent

Comment The following comments are directed
to the applicant of the Land Use Permit and are
provided based on ENR's mandated
responsibilities under the Environmental
Protection Act, the Forest Management Act, the
Forest Protection Act, the Species at Risk (NWT)
Act, the Waters Act and the Wildlife Act. The
following comments and recommendations are
for the information, consideration, and
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July 5: Safe storage,
Satisfactory
handling and disposal response.
of waste, including food
waste, is covered in the
field teams' Health and
Safety program, Waste
Management Plan and
in the Project
Description. Furthermo
re, DB Staff and
Contractors have been
required to read the
GNWT's Bear Safety
brochure which cover
these
recommendations. DB
believes that ENR's
recommendations have
already been addressed
in the Waste
Management Plan and
that no further changes
to the permit or Plan
are warranted.

No
recommendation
– no response
necessary.
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appropriate action of the Proponent and as
they are applicable to project activities.
Recommendation no recommendation
10 Topic 9: Forest Comment no comment
Management Recommendation 1) In order to comply with
the Forest Protection Act (Sections 10 and
19(1)), the Proponent should adhere to the
Forest Fire Prevention and Suppression
Guidelines. The intent of the Guidelines is
threefold. First, industrial operations must be
conducted so that they do not contribute to the
fire load. Second, industrial operations must be
able to control and extinguish any fires that
occur as a result of their operations. Finally,
industrial operations must be able to respond
to wildfires that may affect human life and
other property as a result of their operations.
The guidelines may be accessed at the following
website:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/indust
rial_guidelines_forest_fire_prevention_suppres
sion.pdf 2) The Forest Management Act and
Regulations prohibits anyone from cutting,
using or transporting timber, or damaging
standing timber unless: Ã¢Â€Â¢ Authorized
with a Timber Permit; Ã¢Â€Â¢ Authorized by
license; or Ã¢Â€Â¢ Exempted from holding a
Permit or license. The Proponent is requested
to contact the local/regional ENR office for
further information on obtaining a Forest
Management Authorization, if required. 3) If
the Proponent plans to burn brush or other
materials during the official fire season (May 01
 September 30), they will require a
Permit to Burn from ENR, as per the Forest
Protection Act (Section 10(1) and 21). 4) The
Proponent should be aware of Part 1 Clause 18
of the Exemption List Regulations under the
Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act in
which a burn authorized under a Permit to Burn
is exempt from Preliminary Screening if it is not
greater than an area of 25 m2. 5) If the site
brush and tree cover is not merchantable then
it should be piled up accordingly (and not mixed
with soil) so that it can be burned or spread out
at a later date. If merchantable wood is
involved, either merchantable firewood or saw
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July 5: DB has no plans Satisfactory
to burn brush or other response.
woody materials as part
of the project. Cutting
vegetation in order to
access the drill targets
and establish the drill
pads is authorized in
the permit, and impact
mitigation measures
are included in the
permit (e.g. #5, #10,
#20, #49, #82). The
Project Description
details responsible
practices for disposing
of wood waste as
follows: "Cut timber
will be stacked at the
trail sides or bucked up
so it lies flat on the
ground surface in the
adjacent forest. Upon
departure from a site,
cut timber stacked at
trail sides will be spread
across the drill site and
access areas to help
with natural
revegetation." (p.
12). Furthermore, the
Company's best
practices (copy
attached), which all
contractors are
required to follow,
state: "DB’s staff and
contractors will take all
reasonable measures to
prevent forest fires,
unnecessary erosion,
and fugitive dust." DB
believes that this
recommendation has
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timber, it should be cleanly set to one side of
already been addressed
the operation and made available for recovery. and that no further
The Proponent should contact the local ENR
action is warranted.
office to determine what forest management
authorization will be required, if any.
11 Topic 10:
Wildlife
Abodes

Comment Subject to sub-section 51(2) of the
Wildlife Act, it is illegal to break into, destroy or
damage a den, beaver dam or lodge, muskrat
push-up or hibernaculum unless you have an
Aboriginal or treaty right or a Permit to do so.
Protection of dens, beaver lodges, muskrat
push-ups, and hibernacula is essential to
ensuring reproductive success and survival of
both adults and young.
Recommendation 1) Contact ENR prior to startup of project activities to determine if there are
any known dens, push-ups, lodges, beaver dams
or hibernacula within the project area. 2) Prior
to start-up of project activities, conduct surveys
of lakes or other water bodies proposed to be
used for water withdrawal or winter access
roads to determine the presence of muskrat
push-ups, beaver lodges or beaver dams. If one
or more of these features is found contact ENR
to discuss mitigation options. 3) Further
guidance on different setback distances and
timing windows for wildlife abodes are provided
in Table 6 of the Northern Land Use Guidelines:
Northwest Territories Seismic Operations Vol.9
(a) at:
http://www.lands.gov.nt.ca/sites/lands/files/re
sources/nlug_seismic_2015_english__16_sept_2015.pdf Proponents should also
check whether there are setback distances and
timing restrictions for wildlife abodes within the
regional land use plan for their project area.
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July 5: DB contacted
ENR prior to initiating
activities under
MV2016C0023 and
were informed "We are
not clear on the
purpose of the
message" (Bonnie
Fournier-ENR, email to
Stanley Clemmer-DB,
February 2,
2017). Protections for
dens, beaver lodges,
muskrat push-ups and
hibernacula are already
covered by draft
condition
#49. Furthermore, DB
has posted copies of
the Company's
"Environmental Best
Practices" at the work
sites of current drilling
contractors and
requires compliance
with these
practices. One of the
practices is: "Do not
harrass or approach
wildlife". Avoiding
active wildlife abodes
would clearly fall under
this best practice. If
known dens, lodges,
push-ups and
hibernacula were
present, DB assumes
that this information
would have been
communicated via the
GNWT inspector and/or
as part of this permit's

Board staff
disagrees that
maintaining
contact with ENR
regarding
potential animal
disturbance
would result in
undue expense
and project
delays. Darnley
Bay is expected
to discuss project
activities with
ENR and take all
reasonable
measures to
prevent damage
to wildlife and
fish Habitat
during the landuse operation, in
accordance with
Permit
conditions.
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review process. No
such communication
has been received to
date. DB will observe
any set-backs that the
Inspector requires as
the project proceeds,
and believes that
current permit
conditions include
adequate protections
for wildlife abodes. DB
does not believe that
any changes to the
proposed permit
conditions are
necessary to address
these
recommendations. Furt
hermore, DB believes
that a requirement to
conduct these special
studies would result in
undue expense and
unnecessary project
delays.
12 Topic 11:
Advice for
NWT Listed
and Pre-listed
Species at Risk

Comment Sections 76 and 77 of the Species at
Risk (NWT) Act requires the Minister of
Environment and Natural Resources to make a
submission to the body responsible for
assessing the potential impacts of a proposed
development, or for considering a Land Use
Permit or Water Licence application, respecting
the potential impacts of the proposed
development, Permit or Licence application on
a NWT-listed or pre-listed species or its habitat.
NWT-listed species are those that are on the
NWT List of Species at Risk. Pre-listed species
are those that have been assessed by the NWT
Species at Risk Committee (SARC) but have not
yet been added to the NWT List of Species at
Risk. The Proponent should be aware that NWTlisted or pre-listed species at risk and their
habitat may also be subject to protection under
existing sections of the NWT Wildlife Act. As a
best practice, ENR encourages the Proponent to
consider potential impacts, mitigation measures
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July 5: DB agrees with Satisfactory
Ms. Wendt, per
response.
comment #5 above,
that risk of potential
adverse impacts to
Species at Risk is
minimal in the
proposed exploration
program. It should be
noted that conditions
written into the draft
permit already address
the protection of
wildlife, including
species at risk, and DB
supports these
conditions. Specifically,
Draft Conditions #15
(Detours and
Crossings); #49 (Habitat
Damage); #58 (Buffer /
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and monitoring requirements for species at risk
listed under the federal Species at Risk Act, as
well as those designated as at risk by the
Committee on the Status of Endangered
Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) that may occur in
the project area, and the prohibitions that may
apply to these species under federal legislation.
The project area overlaps with the ranges of the
following NWT-listed and/or pre-listed species: .
Boreal Caribou - listed as of Feb 2014,
Threatened in the NWT
Recommendation 1) For information on NWT
species at risk in the project area please
consult: Ã¢Â€Â¢
http://www.nwtspeciesatrisk.ca/SpeciesAtRisk
Ã¢Â€Â¢
http://www.nwtspeciesatrisk.ca/ToolsForDevel
opers Ã¢Â€Â¢ Species at Risk in the NWT - 2016
Edition The Proponent should be aware of the
prohibitions that may apply to the species that
occur in your area. Check the Species at Risk
(NWT) Act regulations webpage
(http://www.nwtspeciesatrisk.ca/ToolsForDevel
opers) to see if there are any applicable
regulations or agreements with land owners
that must be followed for NWT-listed or prelisted species at risk. 2) For information and
legislative requirements related to federallylisted species at risk, consult the Species at Risk
Public Registry (www.sararegistry.gc.ca) or
contact Environment and Climate Change
Canada or the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans. 3) Ensure that employees and
contractors are aware of the species at risk that
might occur in the project area. This includes
species that are pre-listed or listed under the
Species at Risk (NWT) Act, species listed under
the federal Species at Risk Act, and species
designated as at risk by COSEWIC. 4) If species
at risk are encountered during project
undertakings, the primary mitigation measure
should be avoidance. The Proponent should
avoid contact with or disturbance to each
species, its habitat and/or its residence. 5)
Monitoring should be undertaken by the
Proponent to determine the effectiveness of
mitigation and/or identify where further
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No Activity); #77
(Minimize Cleared
Areas); #88 (Caribou
Disturbance); and #89
(Migratory Bird
Disturbance) already
address this
concern. DB already
has protocols in place
for the contractors to
record incidental
wildlife observations at
the project site (data
sheet attached). In the
past, contractors and
were encouraged to
record incidental
encounters with wildlife
and some did, but only
infrequently. Going
forward, DB has
included discussion and
record-keeping of
wildlife observations
and encounters as part
of the mandatory
weekly tailgate safety
meeting which is
attended by all staff
and contractors (data
sheet attached). A copy
of the list of Species at
Risk in the project area
has been distribued to
the contractors (as
mentioned in ECCC
Comment #2
above). DB believes
that ENR's comment
and recommendations
have already been
addressed in the Draft
Permit Conditions and
company practices, and
that no further changes
to the permit are
warranted.
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mitigation is required. As a minimum,
monitoring should include recording the
locations and dates of any observations of
species at risk, behaviour or actions taken by
the animals when project activities were
encountered, and any actions taken by the
Proponent to avoid contact with or disturbance
to the species, its habitat, and/or its residence.
6) Submit sightings of species at risk and
monitoring information to ENR’s Wildlife
Management Information System (WMIS) and
to other appropriate regulators and
organizations with management responsibility
for the species as may be necessary at:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/programs/wildliferesearch/wildlife-management-informationservices Further information on the WMIS can
be found at:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/programs/wildliferesearch/wildlife-management-informationservices
13 Topic 12:
Cumulative
Effects
Tracking

14 Topic 13:
Nesting Birds

Comment Keeping track of the disturbance
footprint of development activities is an
important component of tracking and informing
the management of cumulative effects on
wildlife and wildlife habitat.
Recommendation 1) The Proponent should
submit the bounding coordinates, or geospatial
data for the proposed project footprint and for
the completed project footprint to the Land and
Water Board for placement on the public
registry. The MVLWB’s Standards for
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
Submissions should be followed when
submitting spatial data.

July 5: Please see DB's
response to Comment
#6 from Ms. Wendt,
above. DB already
follows the MVLWB's
"Standards for
Geographic Information
Systems (GIS)
Submittions" in all
submittals to the
Board. DB believes that
ENR's comment has
already been addressed
in Draft Permit
Condition #4 and that
no further changes to
the permit are
warranted.

Comment . Conducting activities involving
vegetation clearing, ground disturbance or
demolition of buildings and other structures
during the nesting season increases the risk of
contravening paragraph 51(1)(a) of the Wildlife
Act which prohibits destroying, disturbing, or
taking the eggs of a bird or a nest when it is
occupied by a bird or its eggs, or destroying,

July 5: Darnley Bay (DB) Satisfactory
values migratory and
response.
non-migratory birds
and supports efforts to
minimize impacts to
these species and their
nests. It should be
noted that conditions
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(Board staff note
this is a duplicate
comment – see
GNWT-ENR 6)
Satisfactory
response. Board
staff notes that
the proponent
submitted
coordinates as
required by, and
submitted with,
the Application.
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disturbing, or taking the nest of a prescribed
bird at any time. . Protection of nests is
essential to ensuring reproductive success and
survival of both adults and young. . The
Canadian Wildlife Service of Environment and
Climate Change Canada (ECCC) is the
responsible management authority for
migratory birds protected under the Migratory
Birds Convention Act, 1994.
https://ec.gc.ca/nature/default.asp?lang=En&n
=496E2702-1 . GNWT is responsible for the
management of non-migratory birds including
raptors. . Critical breeding periods for NWT
raptors can start as early as the 1st week of
April and last up until 3rd week of September,
depending on the species and location.
Recommendation 1) Follow ECCC’s Avoidance
Guidelines related to incidental take of
migratory birds in Canada available at:
http://www.ec.gc.ca/paomitmb/default.asp?lang=En&n=AB36A082-1) 2)
Consult ECCC’s General Nesting Periods of
Migratory Birds in Canada for current
information on general nesting periods of
federally protected migratory birds that occur
within the NWT. Available at:
http://www.ec.gc.ca/paomitmb/default.asp?lang=En&n=4F39A78F-1 3)
Contact ENR, Wildlife Division for information
on critical breeding periods for raptors and/or
known raptor nest sites in the project area. 4)
Conduct vegetation clearing and any new
ground disturbance outside of the nesting
season for birds in the project area. 5) If active
nests are encountered during project activities
implement protective buffer zones described in
the regional land use plan, Table 6 of the
Northern Land Use Guidelines  Seismic)
or ECCC’s Recommended Buffer Zones and
Setback Distance available at:
http://www.ec.gc.ca/paomitmb/default.asp?lang=En&n=8D910CAC1#_03_1_1
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written into the draft
permit already address
the protection of birds
and nesting habitat and
DB supports these
conditions. Specifically,
Draft Conditions #15
(Detours and
Crossings); #49 (Habitat
Damage); #58 (Buffer /
No Activity); #77
(Minimize Cleared
Areas); and most
especially #89
(Migratory Bird
Disturbance) already
address this
concern. DB is not
always able to predict 6
months in advance
where its drill targets
will be located,
however, DB does
provide advance notice
of drill target locations
to the Inspector. DB
trusts that GNWT-ENR
will communicate with
the Inspector if there
are known raptor nests
in the Pine Point area
that should be avoided
during the April September critical
breeding period and
that the Inspector will
then inform DB if any of
the proposed drill
targets are in the
vicinity of nests that
would need to be
avoided until the critical
breeding period is
over. DB believes that
GNWT's
recommendation has
already been addressed
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in the Draft Permit
Conditions and via the
information sharing
system already in place
between DB and the
Inspector. DB believes
that no further changes
to the permit are
warranted.
15 Topic 14:
Wildlife
Disturbance
and
Harassment

Comment Unless authorized by a Licence or
Permit, paragraphs 52(a) and (b) of the Wildlife
Act prohibit engaging in an activity that is likely
to result in significant disturbance to big game
or other prescribed wildlife, or to unnecessarily
chase, fatigue, disturb, torment or otherwise
harass game or other prescribed wildlife.
Schedule A - Part 1 of the Wildlife General
Regulations, sets out the species prescribed as
big game, and Schedule B sets out prescribed
wildlife for the purpose of paragraphs 52(a) and
(b) of the Wildlife Act. Disturbance to wildlife
from sources such as noise, light, vibrations,
and human presence can result in energetic
stress, avoidance of key habitat, loss of
reproductive fitness, injury or mortality of
wildlife. Activities that may cause sensory
disturbance to wildlife include vehicle traffic,
stationary machinery, noise from blasting,
excavation, crushing, seismic testing, vegetation
clearing, and lighting or flaring.
Recommendation 1) The Proponent should be
aware that no wildlife should be disturbed,
chased, or harassed by human beings on foot, in
a motorized vehicle, or by aircraft. Unless
authorized by a Licence or Permit, paragraphs
52(a) and (b) of the Wildlife Act prohibit
engaging in an activity that is likely to result in
significant disturbance to big game or other
prescribed wildlife, or to unnecessarily chase,
fatigue, disturb, torment or otherwise harass
game or other prescribed wildlife. However,
subject to section 55 of the Wildlife Act a
person may chase wildlife away from a camp or
work site if doing so is necessary to prevent
injury or death to a person or damage to
property. 2) Consult the setback distances,
flight altitude guidelines and timing windows
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July 5: DB agrees that
minimizing impacts to
wildlife is important
and is proud of the
work we do under
MV2016C0023 to
protect wildlife. It
should be noted that
conditions written into
the draft permit already
address the protection
of wildlife, including
species at risk and DB
supports these
conditions. Specifically,
Draft Conditions #15
(Detours and
Crossings); #49 (Habitat
Damage); #58 (Buffer /
No Activity); #77
(Minimize Cleared
Areas); #88 (Caribou
Disturbance); and #89
(Migratory Bird
Disturbance) already
address this
concern. Furthermore,
DB has posted copies of
the Company's
"Environmental Best
Practices" at the work
sites of current drilling
contractors and
requires compliance
with these
practices. One of the
practices is: "Do not
harrass or approach

Satisfactory
response.
Darnley Bay’s
suggested
wording added to
the draft Permit.
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16 Topic 15:
Reporting
Wildlife
Sighting

for wildlife provided in Tables 6 and 7 of the
Northern Land Use Guidelines: Northwest
Territories Seismic Operations Vol.9 (a) as they
are applicable to variety of land use activities:
http://www.lands.gov.nt.ca/sites/lands/files/re
sources/nlug_seismic_2015_english__16_sept_2015.pdf 3) Consult the approved
Land Use Plan, if applicable, that applies to the
project area for further guidance on setback
distances and timing windows to minimize
disturbance to wildlife. 4) Wildlife shall be given
the right of way at all times. 5) Suspend
activities temporarily if one or more individuals
of a big game species are spotted within five
hundred (500) metres of the work site.

wildlife". DB believes
that ENR's comment
has already been
addressed in the Draft
Permit Conditions and
that no further changes
to the permit are
warranted. However,
DB would support
changing Permit
Condition #88 to
read: "The Permittee
shall not move any
equipment or
commence any drilling
when one or more
caribou is within five
hundred (500)
meters. Caribou and all
wildlife shall be given
the right of way at all
times."

Comment Proponents are encouraged to record
wildlife sightings and to submit these records to
ENR's WMIS. Wildlife sightings data provides
useful information for assessing changes in
species distribution and the timing and location
of different life history events such as
migration, denning, nesting, calving, etc.
Recommendation 1) Submit information about
wildlife sightings (species, date, time, location,
number of individuals, sex, behaviour, etc.) to
WMIS at WMISTeam@gov.nt.ca. For further
information on the WMIS consult:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/programs/wildliferesearch/wildlife-management-informationservices 2) Contact the regional ENR office to
obtain blank wildlife sightings forms.

July 5: The DB staff
doing the work under
this permit are
geologists and drilling
contractors, not wildlife
specialists, and it is
unreasonable to expect
them to collect data on
wildlife behavior,
etc. DB already has
protocols in place for
staff and contractors to
record incidental
wildlife observations at
the project site. In the
past, contractors and
were encouraged to
record incidental
encounters with wildlife
and some did, but only
infrequently. Going
forward, DB has
included discussion and
record-keeping of
wildlife observations
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Darnley Bay is
encouraged to
work with ENR to
record wildlife
data to a
reasonable
extent which will
not hinder their
operation.
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and encounters as part
of the mandatory
weekly tailgate safety
meeting which is
attended by all staff
and contractors (a copy
of the revised data
form that will be used
at these meetings going
forward is
attached). The
Inspector and his
colleagues from ENR or
other agencies may
examine these records
at any time. DB
believes that imposition
of a formal wildlife
monitoring program,
with associated recordkeeping, would impose
undue expense on our
simple mineral
exploration
program. DB is
opposed to any
mandate that the
drilling crews collect or
submit formal biological
data; they are not
trained to do this
properly. July 5:
attachment
17 Topic 16:
Reporting
Wildlife
Defence/Prop
erty Kills and
Wildlife
Incidents

Comment Subject to paragraph 57(a) of the
Wildlife Act, any big game or other prescribed
wildlife that is killed to prevent injury or death
to a person or damage to property must be
reported to ENR as soon as is practicable.
Section 7 of the Wildlife General Regulations
describes what information must be included in
the report. Subject to section 58 of the Wildlife
Act and sub-section 8(1) of the Wildlife General
Regulations, any person who accidentally kills
or seriously wounds big game or other
prescribed wildlife with a motorized vehicle on
a highway must report the event to an officer
within 24 hours after the incident.
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July 5: 1) DB believes
that a requirement to
formally report each
and every bear sighting
is unreasonable and will
result in undue
administrative burden
on the field geologists
and contractors Going
forward, DB has
included discussion and
record-keeping of
wildlife observations,
including bear

Board staff notes
that ENR’s
comment refers
to areas under
their jurisdiction,
and
recommended
and required
actions in
accordance with
the Wildlife Act.
ENR has not
recommended
any Permit
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Recommendation 1) Report all sightings of
bears in and around the project location to your
local ENR office. Any defence of life and
property kills must be reported to the
appropriate ENR office immediately. Please
contact the following Regional Office as
required: Ã¢Â€Â¢ Hay River Wildlife Emergency
Line at (867) 875-7640 2) Ensure all field
personnel have completed a bear safety
training course to decrease the risk of attracting
bears to work sites and threats to human
safety, learn how to respond to bear
encounters, and decrease the risk of wildlife
mortality resulting from kills in defence of life
and property. 3) Consult the Safety in Grizzly
Bear and Black Bear Country brochure, available
at:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/web_
pdf_wd_bear_safety_brochure_1_may_2015.p
df 4) Report to an ENR officer as soon as is
practicable any wildlife that is killed to prevent
injury or death to a person or damage to
property. 5) Report to an ENR officer any big
game or other prescribed wildlife that is killed
or seriously wounded by a motorized vehicle on
a highway within 24 hours after the incident. 6)
Reports must include at minimum the name of
the person who killed or injured the wildlife, an
explanation of the incident, the time, date and
location of the incident, the species or quantity
involved, and any other information requested
by the wildlife officer. 7) Contact the regional
ENR office to obtain blank wildlife incident
forms.
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encounters, as part of
the mandatory weekly
tailgate safety meeting
which is attended by all
staff and contractors. 2
& 3) The requirement
for DB's contractors to
have Bear Safety
training is included in
the Project Description
(page 11). Basic safety
requirements like these
are already addressed
as part of DB's Health
and Safety program and
do not need to be
added to this Land Use
Permit. A copy of the
NWT's "Safety in Grizzly
Bear and Black Bear
Country" brochure has
been provided to all of
DB's field staff and
contractors. 4 & 6) DB
agrees that the addition
of a permit condition
related to "Reporting
Wildlife
Defence/Property Kills"
may be warranted, and
proposes the following
language for such a
condition: "The
Permittee shall contact
the Hay River Wildlife
Emergency Line at (867)
875-7640 as soon as
practicable after any
wildlife is killed to
prevent injury or death
to a person or damage
to a property." DB
assumes that the
personnel that answer
the emergency line will
ask relevant questions
about who, what,

conditions, nor
would conditions
related to the
Wildlife Act be
enforceable
under the
MVRMA. Board
staff appreciates
Darnley Bay’s
recommended
condition
wording, but
recommends
against including
it in a Permit.
Darnley Bay is
expected to
conduct its landuse operation in
accordance with
provisions of the
Wildlife Act.
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where, when, how,
etc. 5) The activities
covered under this
permit do not include
travel on a
highway. This item is
not pertinent. 7) Staff
at the Wildlife
Emergency Line should
determine and provide
clear instructions if DB
or its contractors need
to submit additional
paperwork after an
incident has been
phoned in. DB believes
that a single point of
contact, i.e. the Wildlife
Emergency Line, is the
best way to handle
notification and
paperwork should there
be an incident.
18 Topic 17:
Wildlife
Attractants
and Waste
Management

Comment Subject to sub-section 66(1) of the
Wildlife Act no person shall store food, waste,
or other substances in a manner that may
attract big game or other prescribed wildlife
and put people, domestic animals or wildlife in
danger. Subject to sub-section 65(1) of the
Wildlife Act, it is illegal to intentionally feed big
game, furbearers or other prescribed wildlife.
Schedule A - Part 2 of the Wildlife General
Regulations sets out the species prescribed as
fur-bearers.
Recommendation 1) Waste being stored on site
prior to being transported to a municipal landfill
site, or disposed by other methods, must be
stored in a manner that minimizes the
attraction of wildlife, as it is a violation of
Section 66(1) of the Wildlife Act. An animal
proof, sealed container must be used for storing
waste onsite to minimize wildlife being
attracted to odours. For reference please refer
to the following guidance document Safety in
Grizzly and Black Bear Country
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/web_
pdf_wd_bear_safety_brochure_1_may_2015.p

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

July 5: As stated in the Satisfactory
Project Description: " response.
Housekeeping practices
at the drill sites and
camp will be in
accordance with NWT
recommendations to
limit the possibility of
attracting wildlife. Field
lunches must be stored
so that they are not
accessible to
wildlife. Food waste,
wrappers, drink
containers, and other
garbage will be stored
in sealed containers
and trucked off-site for
proper disposal at an
approved waste
handling
facility. Contractors will
be required to train
their employees in Bear
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df 2) Project personnel should not intentionally Safety. If bears are
feed wildlife or purposefully encourage wildlife present in the area,
to habituate to human presence.
work will cease until
the bears have moved
safely out of the
area. Breeding birds
will not be
disturbed. Darnley Bay
staff and contractors
are strictly forbidden
from hunting, trapping,
fishing, or collecting at
the site." DB staff and
contractors are
required to follow
these
practices. Furthermore
, DB has given copies of
the GNWT's Bear Safety
brochure to its
contractors. DB
believes that this
comment and
recommentation have
already been addressed
and furthermore that
Draft Permit Condition
#52 also addresses this
recommendation.
19 Topic 18: Spill Comment no comment
Contingency Recommendation 1) In accordance with the
Planning
Spill Contingency Planning and Reporting
Regulations Section 10, all spills in accordance
with Schedule B must be reported immediately
to the 24-hour Spill Report Line (867) 920-8130.
2) With respect to the Environmental Protection
Act Section 5 (1b) all spills regardless of amount
must be cleaned up, and contaminated
materials disposed of at an approved facility,
and as per Section 5(1c) all reasonable efforts
must be made to notify any parties affected or
potentially affected by the spill. 3) ENR
recommends, for increased environmental
protection, that all heavy equipment and
refuelling vehicles carry portable spill kits that
include items such as absorbent pads,
containment booms and spill pool catchment

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

July 5: These
Satisfactory
recommendations have response.
already been addressed
in the Spill Contingency
Plan and via existing
permit conditions (e.g.
#73, etc). DB does not
think any further
changes are necessary
to the Plan or Permit
Conditions.
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receptacles. Readily available and fully stocked
spill kits can effectively mitigate potential spills.
GNWT - Lands: Derise Rehm-Lepine
ID Topic

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

1

Comment (doc) Comments from
Commissioner's Land Officer
Recommendation

General File

Proponent Response

Board Staff
Analysis
The
Commissioner’s
Land Officer has
indicated there
are titled lots,
leases and cabins
in the project
area, and has
asked that a
buffer of 300m
be applied to
them, but has not
provided specific
information
regarding these
structures or lots.
Board staff notes
that a condition
requiring a buffer
around privately
owned or leased
land or
structures, which
would satisfy the
Officer’s request
is present in the
draft Permit.
Darnley Bay has
requested a
reduction of this
buffer to 50m.
See also Darnley
Bay ID 1.

GNWT - Lands: Mike Vassal
Board Staff
Analysis

ID Topic

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

Proponent Response

1

Comment Please consider adding this under
Time: Section 26 (1)(b). The inspector cannot
be on-site daily. A written report enables the

July 5: Under
Board staff is of
MV2016C0023, DB has the opinion
established a good
weekly written

Progress written

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.
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inspector and the Board to stay informed on the
companies progress.
Recommendation "The Permittee shall submit a
progress report to the Board and the Inspector
every seven (7) days during this land use
operation.

record of maintaining a
responsible mineral
exploration program,
working with our
contractors to help
them improve their
performance, and
promptly responding to
the Inspector's
instructions. The
Inspector is authorized
to call DB at any time to
request project
updates, and that could
certainly include a daily
phone call initiated by
the Inspector if he/she
wishes. DB believes
that this
recommendation for
daily written reports
will impose an
unreasonable amount
of extra paperwork for
the Permittee to
prepare and for the
Board to process. DB
also believes that
imposition of this
recommendation will
result in unnecessary
expense.

2

Historical and Comment Most of the drilling activity is taking July 5: DB agrees that
Archaeological place East of the Buffalo River in the Fort Smith this is reasonable.
sites #57
area of the South Slave. The phone number for
the Fort Smith inspector is not listed in this
condition.
Recommendation Include the phone number
for the Fort Smith inspector: 867 872-2558
ex.24.

3

26 (1) (m) Fuel Comment To avoid spills being left for some
Storage, #75 time before clean-up it is recommended that
Clean up spills the word’immediately' be added to condition
#75.
Recommendation Recommend adding the
word, "immediately" as in, "The Permittee

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

reporting is time
consuming for a
Permittee and for
Board staff, and
inclusion of such
a condition is not
common
practice, nor is
this condition
included in the
standard list.

Board staff has
included the
recommended
wording in the
draft Permit.

July 5: DB agrees with Board staff has
this requested change. included the
recommended
wording in the
draft Permit.
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shall immediately clean up all leaks, spills, and
contaminated material."
4

26 (1) (o)
Overburden
#79 and #80

Comment Condition #79 states, "The Permittee
shall dispose of all overburden as instructed by
an inspector." Condition #80 states, The
Permittee shall store overburden and use it to
recontour the site after operations are
complete, unless otherwise authorized in
writing by an inspector." The drilling operation
should not require the removal of overburden
in order to access drill sites. If overburden
removal is required the permittee should be
rehabilitating the site after the operation is
complete. For that reason condition 79 should
be removed. If there is a reason the overburden
cannot be stored and used the recontour the
site, the inspector can authorize this.
Recommendation Recommend that Condition
number 79 be deleted.

July 5: DB agrees that
these conditions are
redundant and that one
should be deleted. DB
believes that Condition
#80 should be deleted
because the language in
#80 is vague in terms of
what constitutes
appropriate "storage"
and "recontouring". DB
believes that Condition
#79, which requires
active involvement of
the Inspector, is the
preferred condition to
retain to most
effectively address the
restoration
requirements.

Board staff has
included the
Inspector and
Darnley Bay’s
recommendation
s related to these
conditions in the
draft Permit.

5

26 (1) (n)
Brush
disposal/time
#76

Comment This area falls within Timberworks
Forest Management Agreement
Recommendation Timberworks should be
contacted if trees >13 cm are being felled.

July 5: At present
Timberworks is not an
active enterprise
(personal
communication
between John Key, DB
and Don Harrison,
formerly with
Timberworks; June 29,
2017). Their processing
plant has not been
completed and they
cannot cut timber until
they have a place to
take the
logs. According to Mr.
Harrison, an occasional
tree > 13 cm is not
going to be of interest
to any commercial
logging operation
because of the high
cost associated with
retrieving the
log. Imposition of a

This wording is
not typically
included in a
Permit, and could
result in an
undue
administrative
burden, as noted
by Darnley Bay.

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.
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permit condition that
DB place phone calls to
an inactive company
each time a single tree
>13 cm is cut for site
access will impose an
undue administrative
burden on the field
teams. DB has tried to
engage Timberworks
multiple times over the
course of this permit
application and has
never received any
response from
them. Timberworks
knows how to contact
DB, and should they
express an interest in
salvage logs at a future
time, DB would be
willing to talk with
them about how to
access the logs and
safely retrieve them
within the constraints
imposed on DB's
permits related to
environmental
protection and worker
safety. However, DB
strongly believes that
kind of communication
should not become a
condition of this
permit.
6

26 (1) (f)
Condition #37
Watercourse
buffer

Comment Condition #37 states: "The Permittee July 5: DB agrees that
shall not remove vegetation or operate heavy this is reasonable.
equipment within 100 metres of the Ordinary
High Water Mark of any watercourse." There
may be times when this condition will be
difficult to meet as it includes intemittent
drainages. The inspector should be able to
make a determination of the potential impact
by authorizing activites within the 100 metre
buffer.
Recommendation The condition should be

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

Board staff notes
that provision for
Inspector
approval of
operating heavy
equipment or
removal of
vegetation within
100 metres of the
ordinary high
water mark of a
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modified to read as follows, "The Permittee
shall not reove vegetation or operate heavy
equipment within 100 metres of the Ordinary
High Water Mark of any watercourse unless
authorized in writing by the inspector." Note:
This recommendation is consistent with
Recommendation #38

watercourse is
not provided for
in the MVLUR.
The Board could
adjust the buffer
associated with
this condition –
there are no
provisions in the
MVLUR
preventing the
Board from
changing the
Buffer.
Alternatively, the
Board could
remove the
condition as it is
restrictive to the
operation as
described in the
Application.

GNWT - Lands: Pat Knutson
ID Topic
1

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

MV2017C0024 Comment (doc) Lands and Mining have
LUPA
reviewed the LUPA.
Comments
Recommendation Please see the attached
letter for specific comments.

Proponent Response

Board Staff
Analysis

July 5: (doc) DB is
Noted.
aware that the Pine
Point Rail Bed is under
the administration and
control of INAC.

Katlodeeche First Nation: Peter Redvers
ID Topic

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

1

Comment (doc) KFN Comment Letter
Recommendation

General File

Proponent Response

Board Staff
Analysis
KFN’s
recommendation
s for Permit
conditions have
been included in
the draft Permit.
See above for
Board staff
analysis of DB’s
responses.

MVLWB: Julian Morse

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.
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ID Topic

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

1

Comment (doc) Letter of Support from R.J.
Simpson, MLA Hay River North (Received June
29, 2017)
Recommendation

General File

Proponent Response

Board Staff
Analysis
Noted. Letter of
support.

Town of Hay River: Judy Goucher
ID Topic

Reviewer Comment/Recommendation

1

Comment (doc) Letter of Support from Town of
Hay River
Recommendation

General File

MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.

Proponent Response

Board Staff
Analysis
Noted. Letter of
support.
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Government of

Gouvernement des

Northwest Territories Territoires du Nord-Ouest
June 28, 2017

Jen Patten
Macke nzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB)
7th Floor, 4910-50th Ave
YELLOWKNIFE, NT XlA 2P6
Dear Ms. Patten:

Land Use Permit Application:
Type of Operation:
Location:

MV2017C0024- Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.
Mineral Exploration
Pine Point Area

The Governme nt of th e Northwest Territor ies (GNWT) reviewed Land Use Permit
Application MV2017C00 24 a nd recomme nds that the permit be granted.
On June 27, 2017, our Ins pector Mike Vassal, provided hi s comments and
recommendations for your consideration, via the LWB Online Review System.
Comments received from Territorial La nd s Administration have advised that, the Pine
Point Rail Bed is in thi s area a nd is unde r the a dministrati on and control of INAC. There
ar e a numbe r of disposals/interests in the a rea, the company should avoid these a reas
while co nducting their operations or get pe rmiss ion from the hold ers of these r ights
before th ey access these la nds were these disposals a nd interests are located.
Comments received from Mining Recorder's Office indicat e no concerns.
Th ank you for the opportunity to comment on thi s appli cation. Should you have any
ques tions or concerns rega rding our comments, please contact our Inspector, Mike
Vassal, at (867) 872-2558 ext. 24.
Sincerely,

Scott Stewa rt
Regional Superintendent
North Slave Region
c.

So uth Slave Region (Fort Smith), Department of Lands, GNWT

pk

P.O. flox 137.0, Yel lowkni fe NT XlA 2L9
www.gov.nt.ca
C P. 1320, Yellowknifp NT XlA 2L9
Ph (867) 767 918 ext 24 194 Fax (867) 873 9754

Government of

Gouvernement des

Northwest Territories Territoires du Nord-Quest

Via Email

June 30, 2017

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
4922-48th Street
7th Floor YK Centre Mall
P.O. Box 2130, XlA 2P6
Attention:

File No: 108-SK-00012

Julian Morse
Regulatory Officer

MV2017C0024
Block Land Transfer- Commissioners' Land
Pine Point, Northwest Territories
The Commissioner Lands Office has reviewed the application for land use permit
MV2017C0024.
Section 8 states:
There are no known settlements or private lands in the project area.
Please be advised of the tenures located within the Pine Point BLT.
• There are 4 private titled lots
• Two leases
• A Reservation by Notation- Northwest Territories Power Corporation
• Two Cabins

... /2
P O Box 658, Fort Smith NT XOE OPO

www.Lands.gov.nt.ca

C. P. 658, Fort Smith NT XOE OPO

Government of

Gouvernement des

Northwest Territories Territoires du Nord·Ouest

-2-

As stated in Condition 2, Part C the Permittee shall not conduct any part of the landuse operation within 300 meters of a cabin used for traditional activities, including
trapping, hunting, fishing, unless otherwise authorized in writing by the board. We
request that Condition 2, Part C be applied to the other known tenures in the area.
It is also important that road access is maintained to the existing tenures within the
Pine Point area.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.

Sincerely,

Derise Rehm-Lepine
Lands Officer
South Slave Region

P.O. Box 658, Fort Smith NT XOE OPO

www.Lands.gov.nt.ca

C P 658, Fort Smith NT XOE OPO

Have you seen any of these
animals at this project site?
They are protected by law.
If you see one ….stop work,
and notify your supervisor.
Supervisors must notify DB project manager.
DB will write down
details and notify the
GNWT Inspector.
Photos from: ECCC & COSEWIC websites, July 2017

Horned Grebe

Kátå’odeeche First Nation
P.O Box 3060, Hay River Dene Reserve, NT X0E 1G4
Phone: (867) 874-6701, Fax: (867) 874-3229, Email: hrdb@katlodeeche.com
June 29th, 2017
Julian Morse
Regulatory Officer
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Yellowknife, NT
Re. MV2017C0024
Dear Mr. Morse,
In February of this year, the Kátł’odeeche Fırst Natıon (KFN) signed an MOU with the Deninu Kų́é ̨ First
Nation (DKFN) of Fort Resolution to collaborate on negotiations with Darnley Bay Resources Ltd. (DBL)
on an Exploration Agreement with respect to DBL’s exploration activities on its existing leases and claims
in the Buffalo River and Pine Point areas. These negotiations have been ongoing for four months now
but are close to reaching a conclusion, once a few final issues are resolved. In the meantime, KFN and
DKFN have partnered on some contracting and other economic opportunities associated with
exploration activities occurring under DBL’s current licence. This working relationship with DBL, while
still a work in progress, has provided some tangible benefits to both First Nation communities. It is from
this perspective that KFN has reviewed the new permit application for an expansion of work on the
existing leases and claims held by DBL.
Overall, KFN supports the new permit application and draft land use permit, with the understanding that
it only applies to those leases and claims that transferred to DBL under MV2016C0023. Furthermore,
KFN has the following comments on topics of key concern in the draft land use permit:
• #2: KFN agrees that activities should maintain a standard distance of 300 metres from existing
traditional use cabins (ie. rights holders, not squatters), unless a greater or lesser distance is
negotiated between DBL and KFN depending on the circumstances of the activity and the cabin
usage. KFN has carried out a cabin inventory within its own primary traditional territory and can
discuss specific cabins with DBL or the inspector as required.
• #8: KFN would like any lines or trails to be the minimum width possible for the particular land
use activity being undertaken.
• #9: KFN would like the Fort Smith and Hay River land use inspectors to share information
between themselves and with both First Nations given that KFN and DKFN are collaborating on
project engagement – the administrative line east and west of the Buffalo River is arbitrary and
1

•
•
•
•

•

should not effectively ‘divide’ the monitoring of the project or information flow re monitoring
activities.
#55-57: KFN would like to be notified as soon as possible by DBL and/or the inspector of any
evidence of an archaeological site or materials.
#58: KFN agrees that no activities should take place within 500 metres of the Buffalo River and
1000 metres of Great Slave Lake – this condition should be carried forward.
#85: KFN agrees that Trap Protection should remain a condition in the new licence;
#88: KFN has ongoing concerns about disturbances to boreal caribou, which are historically in
and around the Buffalo River area, and would expect best practice to be following to mitigate
these disturbances. This may include, based on assessed obligations as per section 95 of the
Wildlife Act, some form of Wildlife Management and Monitoring Plan.
#89: KFN has ongoing concerns about disturbances to migratory birds which are traditionally
harvested in the spring and fall in and around the Buffalo River area and would expect best
practice to be following to mitigate these disturbances.

Thanks for the opportunity to comment on this application.
Respectfully,

Peter Redvers
Director of Lands, Resources, and Negotiations

2

73 Woodland Drive
Hay River, NT XOE 1G1
Phone: 867-874-6522
Fax: 867-874-3237
email : sao@hayriver.com
townhall@hayriver.com

June 22, 2017

To Whom it May Concern,
The Town of Hay River would like to indicate its support for the Darnley Bay land
use permit (LUP) for its exploration program for the next 5 years.
Responsible mining activity is an important economic development for the Town
of Hay River. Pine Point's close proximity to Hay River is seen to positively
impact the Town's economy and we support the work that Darnley Bay is doing
at this mine site.
If you have any questions regarding this letter of support, please contact me.
Sincerely,

~~

SAO , Town of Hay River
cc. Mayor, Brad Mapes

l+I

Environment and
Clinnate Change Canada

Environnement et
Changement cllmatique Canada

Environmental Protection Operations Directorate (EPOD)
Prairie & Northern Region (PNR)
50·19 52°d St reet, 4th Floor
P.O. Box 231 0
Yelllowknife, NT X1A 2P7
June 28, 2017
ECCC File: 5100 000 036/009
MVLWB File: MV2017C0024
Jen Potten
Rei~ulatory Coordinator
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Jlh Floor, 4922 48th St.
P.O. Box 2130
Yellowknife, NT X1A 2P6
via online review system

RE: MV2017C0024 - Darnley Bay Resources Ltd. - New Type A Land Use Permit
Apjplication
AttEmtion: Jen Potten
Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) has reviewed the information
submitted to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board regarding the
abc,ve-mentioned land use permit application and is submitting comments via the online
review system. ECCC's specialist advice is provided based on our mandate, in the
context of the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, the pollution prevention
provisions of the Fisheries Act, the Migratory Birds Convention Act, and the Species at
Risk Act.
Should you require further information, please do not hesitate to contact me at
(867)669-4732 or Emily.Nichol@canada.ca
Sincerely,

Emi'ly Nichol

Environmental Assessment Coordinator

Canada

www.ec.gc.ca

Atltachments: ECCC comments Excel Sheet

Appendix A - Terrestrial Species at Risk Potentially Occurring within the
Project Area
cc;:

Loretta Ransom, Senior Environmental Assessment Coordinator
Georgina Williston, Head, Environmental Assessment North (NT and NU),
PNR-EPOD

2

Ap1pendix A- Terrestrial Species at Risk Potentially Occurring within the Project Area
Te1rrestrial
Sp,ecies at Risk1

COSEWIC
Designation

SARA Status

Government
Organization
with Primary
Management
Responsibilitv2

Baink Swallow

Threatened

No Status

ECCC

Caribou (Boreal
population)
Common
Niqhthawk
GylPSY Cuckoo
Bumble Bee
Horned Grebe
(W•estern
population)

Threatened
Threatened
Endangered
Special
Concern

Schedule 1,
Threatened
Schedule 1,
Threatened
No Status
Schedule 1,
Special
Concern
Schedule 1,
Endangered
Schedule 1,
Threatened
Schedule 1,
Special
Concern

GNWT
ECCC

ECCC

Endangered

Olive-sided
Flycatcher

Threatened

Rusty Blackbird

Special
Concern

Transverse Lady
BeE~tle

Special
Concern

No Status

GNWT

Whooping Crane

Endangered

Schedule 1,
Endangered

ECCC

No Status

GNWT

No Status

GNWT

Schedule 1,
Special
Concern

ECCC

Yellow-banded
Bunnble Bee
Yellow Rail

Special
Concern
Special
Concern
Special
Concern

Recovery Strategy Final
Recovery Strategy Final

GNWT

Littlle Brown Myotis

Wolverine

Recovery Strategy1
Action Plan or
Management Plan
posted on the Species at
Risk Public Reaistrv

GNWT
ECCC

GNWT

Recovery Strategy Proposed
Recovery Strategy Final
Management Plan - Final

Recovery Strategy Final

Management Plan - Final

Not,es:
Fisheries and Oceans Canada has responsibility for aquatic species .
2
Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) has a national role to play in the
conservation and recovery of Species at Risk in Canada, as well as responsibility for
management of birds described in the Migratory Birds Convention Act (MBCA). Day-to-day
management of terrestrial species not covered in the MBCA is the responsibility of Government
of the Northwest Territories (GNWT). Populations that exist in National Parks are managed
under the authority of the Parks Canada Agency.
1

3

Memo to File
Re:
Date:
attn:
from:

Environmental Best Practices, 2017 Drilling Program
February 14, 2017
Darnley Bay COO, P.Geo, Project Manager, Staff Geologists, Contractors, Contractor Staff
Darnley Bay VP, Environment

Environmental Stewardship and Worker Safety are Darnley Bay’s highest priorities. No one is to get hurt
on our projects. And environmental quality is to be protected to the greatest extent possible. Sticking
to these priorities requires common sense, attention to detail, and following some basic rules.
Environmental Best Practice #1
Comply with all permit conditions and follow the Waste Management and Spill Containment
Plans. If you haven’t read these documents, do so. If you don’t know where to get a copy of
these documents, ask someone.
Environmental Best Practice #2
Clean up after yourself. A clean and tidy workspace not only helps meet environment
conditions in the permit, it is also one characteristic of a safe workplace. Restore the site to
resemble the original conditions (i.e. try to “leave only footprints”).
Environmental Best Practice #3
Respect the local community and traditional lands. When you are at the Darnley Bay leases and
claims you are there to work, not recreate. Camping, snow-mobiling, collecting, fishing, hunting,
trapping, etc are not allowed on DB’s leases and claims without prior approval from the Chief
Operations Officer. If you encounter a trap line or camp, leave it alone and report it to the
Project Manager.
Environmental Best Practice #4
Utilize previously disturbed ground (including trails and roads) to greatest extent possible.
Environmental Best Practice #5
If a suspected archaeological or burial site is discovered, do not disturb the site or artifacts.
Report the finding to the DB project manager. The DB project manager will collect the required
site data and fill out and submit the reporting forms.
Environmental Best Practice #6
Respect the environment. Do not clear vegetation unnecessarily. Do not harass or approach
wildlife.

Environmental Best Practice #7
DB’s staff and contractors will take all reasonable measures to prevent forest fires, unnecessary
erosion, and fugitive dust.
Environmental Best Practice #8
Communication is key. Learn the names of the people on the project and know how to contact
them. If you see a problem, or potential problem, speak up. If you have a question, ask it.
Complete your paperwork every day.

Fisheries and Oceans
Canada

Pêches et Océans
Canada

Suite 301, 5204 50th Avenue
Yellowknife, NT
X1A 1E2
Your files

June 29, 2017

Votre référence

MV2017C0024
Our file

Notre référence

00-HCAA-CA6-00214
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Attention: Jen Potten
7th Floor, 4922 48th St.
P.O. Box 2130
Yellowknife, NT X1A 2P6
Dear Jen Potten,
Subject: MV2017C0024 – Darnley Bay Resources Limited – New Land Use Permit
Application
The Fisheries Protection Program (the Program) of Fisheries and Oceans Canada would
like to thank the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board for the opportunity to provide
comments on Darnley Bay Resources Limited’s (the Proponent) New Land Use Permit
Application.
As outlined in your request dated June 8, 2017 reviewers are invited to submit comments
and recommendations to the MVLWB by June 29, 2017.
The Program has reviewed the Proponent’s proposal in regards to its mandate, i.e. to
maintain the sustainability and ongoing productivity of commercial, recreational and
Aboriginal fisheries. The Program’s comments are provided on the MVLWB online
review system.
It remains the Proponent’s responsibility to ensure it avoids causing serious harm to fish
in compliance with the Fisheries Act, and that it meets the requirements under the Species
at Risk Act as it may apply to your project. If the Proponent plans have changed or if the
description of its proposal is incomplete, or changes in the future, the Proponent should
consult our website (http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/index-eng.html) or consult with
a qualified environmental consultant to determine if further review is required by the
Program.
Please be advised that it is also the Proponent’s Duty to Notify DFO if it has caused, or is
about to cause, serious harm to fish that are part of or support a commercial, recreational
or Aboriginal fishery. Such notifications should be directed to http://www.dfompo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/violation-infraction/index-eng.html.

00-HCAA-CA6-00214
If you or any other parties have any questions, please contact Laura Watkinson at 867669-4920, or by email at Laura.Watkinson@dfo-mpo.gc.ca. Please refer to the file
number referenced above when corresponding with the Program.
Yours sincerely,

Mark D’Aguiar
Senior Fisheries Protection Biologist
Fisheries Protection Program
Copy: Laura Watkinson, DFO
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To
73 Woodland Drive
Hay River, NT X0E 1G1
Phone: 867-874-6522
Fax: 867-874-3237
email: sao@hayriver.com

July 2, 2017

RE: Darnley Bay Resources

ATTN, Mackenzie Valley Water Board

The Town of Hay River confirms that the Town's waste management facilities are willing to
accept the following types of waste from Darnley Bay's proposed exploration program at Pine
Point:
‐ Solid waste to Hay River Landfill
‐Liquid Greywater waste to Hay River Lagoon
The Town's facilities have the proper permits and licences to accept these wastes and sufficient
capacity to accept the anticipated volumes. This matter was discussed in a meeting held in
March, 2017 with Senior Management from Darnley Bay. Earle Dumas, Ross Potter and Judy
Goucher represented the Town in those discussions. If you have any questions or concerns
please contact us. Thanks

Earle Dumas
Director of Projects and Planning
867-875-7030

Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.
Pine Point Project, NWT
Weekly Safety Meeting (HSEC)
Date: _____________, 2017
Topics Discussed:
1)
2)
3)
4)
Action Items:
1)
2)
3)

Incident Reports:
Last Week’s:
1)

Other Issues:
1)
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Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.
Pine Point Project, NWT
Weekly Safety Meeting
Wildlife Sightings
Date:

, 2017

Animal Sighted

Location

Comment

Actions to Reduce or Minimize Impact on Wildlife

ATTENDANCE
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Jen Potten
Regulatory Officer
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
7th Floor – 4910 50th Avenue
P.O. Box 2130
Yellowknife, NT
X1A 2P6

June 29, 2017

Dear Ms. Potten,
Re:

Darnley Bay Resources Ltd.
Land Use Permit Application – MV2017C0024
Expansion of Mineral Exploration
Request for Review and Comments

The Department of Environment and Natural Resources (ENR), Government of the
Northwest Territories (GNWT) has reviewed the application at reference based on
its mandated responsibilities under the Environmental Protection Act, the Forest
Management Act, the Forest Protection Act, the Species at Risk (NWT) Act, the Waters
Act and the Wildlife Act and provides the following comments and recommendations
for the consideration of the Board and the Proponent.
Topic 1: Industrial and Solid, Liquid or Sewage Waste Disposal
Comment(s):
If the Proponents Waste Management Plan or methods of waste disposal indicate
that project waste, or industrial waste, will be transported to community
infrastructure for disposal, the Proponent should not assume they may deposit
industrial wastes, generated outside of community boundaries, in Northwest
Territories community Solid and Liquid Waste Disposal Facilities.
Recommendation(s):
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1) Should the Proponent intend to deposit waste in an NWT community Solid and

Liquid Waste Disposal Facility, ENR requests that the Proponent demonstrate in
the Waste Management Plan, or to the Board, that the receiving communities’
Solid and Liquid Waste Disposal Facility holds a Water Licence that authorizes
the disposal of any industrial waste streams originating from outside municipal
boundaries. The Proponent should also demonstrate to the Board that the
community has been consulted, and has consented in writing, regarding the use
of its infrastructure for disposal of the waste streams and quantities in question,
and the disposal of such wastes will not contravene the Waters Act or the
Environmental Protection Act and related Regulations and Guidelines.

Topic 2: Incineration and Open Burning

1) If open burning will be utilized during project activities, only those waste

streams identified in the Municipal Solid Wastes Suitable for Open Burning
document located on the GNWT ENR website may be open burned without the
use of an approved incinerator. The document can be found at the following site.
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/guidelines/solid_wastes_suitable_ope
n_burning.pdf

2) At any time, or in the event that the Proponent intends to incinerate any waste

streams, the Proponent should provide to the Board Incineration Management
Strategies that demonstrate that the device and procedures selected are suitable
to the waste stream intended for incineration. Otherwise, harmful releases of
toxic compounds, will result. Incineration strategies should meet the emissions
limits established under the Canada-Wide Standards (CWS) for Dioxins and
Furans (CCME 2001), CWS for Mercury Emissions (CCME 2000) and the NWT
Ambient Air Quality Guidelines. The Incineration Management Strategies should
also include:
a) A description of waste streams intended for incineration;
b) Selected incineration technology and rationale for selection (the minimum
requirement to accommodate complex waste streams should be a dualchamber, controlled-air incinerator);
c) A description of recycling and waste segregation plans that control waste
entering the incinerator;
d) Operator training and qualifications, and the use of trained and designated
operators;
e) Procedures for operation and maintenance, including record-keeping (i.e.
completion of burn cycle and maintenance logs, and recording of the
weight of each waste load charged to the incinerator);
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f) A reporting requirement to summarize the tracking and record-keeping
component; and,
g) Weigh scales to record the weight of each load charged to the incinerator;
h) Details of emission measurement methods, where applicable.

3) Residual ash from the incineration of non-segregated waste must be tested prior

to disposal to ensure that it meets the criteria specified in the NWT
Environmental Guideline for Industrial Waste Discharges. Incineration ash can be
contaminated with toxic compounds and by-products such as dioxins and furans
and should therefore be tested to ensure that it is disposed of in an appropriate
and approved manner.

Topic 3: Hazardous Waste Management
Comment(s):

All Proponents that generate hazardous wastes must be registered as a generator of
hazardous waste in the NWT.

The Guideline for the General Management of Hazardous Waste in the NWT defines
hazardous waste and outlines the roles and responsibilities of generators, carriers,
and receivers of hazardous waste in the NWT. The ENR, Environment Division (ED)
registers generators, carriers, receivers, and tracks the disposal of hazardous waste
generated in the NWT to registered receiving facilities on hazardous waste
movement documents (manifest). The definition of hazardous waste includes all
waste materials that are ‘dangerous goods’ according to the Transportation of
Dangerous Goods Regulations, and any additional waste of special concern that the
ED has determined hazardous until proven otherwise, including but not limited to:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

incinerator waste and/or residuals (including bottom ash and fly ash);
any liquid or solid wastes contaminated with refined petroleum products;
bilge wastes;
vehicle or vessel servicing wastes
drilling wastes;
produced fluids (Glycol / Hydrocarbon / Inorganic Mixtures);
tailings; and
any hydrocarbon, lead, mercury or other forms of contaminated soils.

The Guideline for the General Management of Hazardous Waste in the NWT and the
Transportation of Dangerous Good Regulations may be found at the following sites:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/guidelines/general_management.pdf
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http://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/tdg/clear-menu-497.htm

Recommendation(s):

1) If the Proponent is using or generating hazardous waste, they must register as a
generator of hazardous waste in the NWT and track the disposal of hazardous
waste from the site activities to registered receivers on hazardous waste
movement documents provided by ENR. Please contact the Environment
Division, ENR to register or for more information contact Mr. Gerald Enns,
Hazardous Waste Specialist, ED by email (Gerald_Enns@gov.nt.ca) or by phone
(867) 767-9236 extension 53187.
2) It is recommended the Board include a condition in the Permit/Licence that

ensures any Proponent that utilizes, generates, transports or deposit hazardous
waste register with ENR, GNWT as indicated in recommendation one(1).

Topic 4: Fuel Storage and Spill Contingency Planning and Reporting
Comment(s):
ENR acknowledges the proponent’s Spill Contingency Plan.

In addition, the Proponent should also follow best practices for fuel storage and spill
containment during project activities which may include the following
recommendations.
Recommendation(s):

1) To assist in spill contingency planning, information is provided in EPA Spill
Contingency Planning and Reporting Regulations found here:
https://www.justice.gov.nt.ca/en/files/legislation/environmentalprotection/environmental-protection.r2.pdf

If clarification or further information is needed please contact the Environment
Division, ENR directly to aid in the development of the Plan

2) In accordance with the Spill Contingency Planning and Reporting Regulations
Section 10, all spills in accordance with Schedule B must be reported immediately
to the 24-hour Spill Report Line (867) 920-8130.

3) With respect to the Environmental Protection Act Section 5 (1b) all spills,
regardless of amount, must be cleaned up, and contaminated materials disposed
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of at an approved facility, or in an approved manner. Additionally, as indicated
in Section 5(1c) all reasonable efforts must be made to notify any parties affected
or potentially affected by the spill.

4) Fuel storage areas should be greater than 100m distance from the ordinary high
water mark of a water body and not located in a drainage channel.

5) All fuel or storage vessels containing hazardous substances left for extended
periods of time (including overnight in vehicles), should be stationed in an area
that contains sufficient secondary containment (i.e. Drip pans, lined bermed
areas, double walled enviro-tanks etc.).

6) It is recommended spill kits be provided. Personnel should be trained to ensure
that in the event of a spill it is contained and remediated appropriately to
industry-accepted best practices and regulatory approval. In case refuelling
takes place near water, in water spill planning should be considered to prevent
inadvertent releases.
7) ENR recommends, for the operator’s convenience and increased environmental
protection, that all heavy equipment and refuelling vehicles carry portable spill
kits that include items such as absorbent pads, containment booms, and spill
pool catchment receptacles. Readily available and fully stocked spill kits can
effectively mitigate potential spills.
Topic 5: Wildlife: NWT Listed and Pre-listed Species at Risk
Comment(s):
Sections 76 and 77 of the Species at Risk (NWT) Act require the Minister of
Environment and Natural Resources to make a submission to the body
responsible for assessing the potential impacts of a proposed development, or
for considering a Land Use Permit or Water Licence application, respecting the
potential impacts of the proposed development, Permit or Licence application on
a NWT-listed or pre-listed species or its habitat. NWT-listed species are those
that are on the NWT List of Species at Risk. Pre-listed species are those that have
been assessed by the NWT Species at Risk Committee (SARC) but have not yet
been added to the NWT List of Species at Risk.

The Proponent should be aware that NWT-listed or pre-listed species at risk and
their habitat may also be subject to protection under existing sections of the
NWT Wildlife Act.

As a best practice, ENR encourages the Proponent to consider potential impacts,
mitigation measures and monitoring requirements for species at risk listed
5

under the federal Species at Risk Act, as well as those designated as at risk by the
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) that may
occur in the project area, and the prohibitions that may apply to these species
under federal legislation.
The project area overlaps with the ranges of the following NWT-listed and/or
pre-listed species:
• Boreal Caribou – listed as of Feb 2014, Threatened in the NWT

Recommendation(s):

1) Although the project overlaps with the range(s) of the species listed above, ENR
is of the opinion that the nature, areal extent, scale and/or timing of the
proposed project are such that the likelihood of impacts to NWT-listed or prelisted species at risk is minimal.

Topic 6: Cumulative Effects Tracking
Comment(s):

Keeping track of the disturbance footprint of development activities is an important
component of tracking and informing the management of cumulative effects on
wildlife and wildlife habitat.

Recommendation(s):

1) The Proponent should submit the bounding coordinates or geospatial data for
the proposed project footprint and for the completed project footprint to the
Land and Water Board for placement on the public registry. The Mackenzie
Valley Land and Water Board’s “Standards for Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) Submissions” should be followed when submitting spatial data.

Topic 7: Wildlife Abodes
Comment(s):

Subject to sub-section 51(2) of the Wildlife Act, it is illegal to break into, destroy, or
damage a den, beaver dam or lodge, muskrat push-up or hibernaculum unless you
have an Aboriginal or treaty right or a Permit to do so.

Protection of dens, beaver lodges, muskrat push-ups, and hibernacula is essential to
ensuring reproductive success and survival of both adults and young.
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Recommendation(s):
1) The Proponent should conduct pre-activity surveys within 800m of the project
footprint to identify active bear dens if project activities will occur between
September 30 and March 30. Surveys should be conducted in the fall to detect
freshly dug dens.
2) If an active bear den is detected, or suspected, the Proponent should implement
and maintain an 800 m exclusion zone until the bear emerges in spring.

3) If a bear den and exclusion zone would result in the halt of part or the entire
program, the Proponent should contact ENR to discuss alternative mitigation
options. The location of active bear dens should be kept confidential between
the developer and ENR until after emergence in the spring.
4) It is recommended that, if encountered, beaver lodges, muskrat push-ups, and
hibernacula are not disturbed or damaged.

Topic 8: Wildlife Attractants and Waste Management
Comment(s):

Subject to sub-section 66(1) of the Wildlife Act no person shall store food, waste, or
other substances in a manner that may attract big game or other prescribed wildlife
and put people, domestic animals, or wildlife in danger.

Subject to sub-section 65(1) of the Wildlife Act, it is illegal to intentionally feed big
game, furbearers or other prescribed wildlife. Schedule A – Part 2 of the Wildlife
General Regulations sets out the species prescribed as fur-bearers.
Recommendation(s):
1) The Proponent should utilize food and garbage handling and storage procedures
that will minimize the attraction of wildlife.

2) The Proponent should store all food, waste, washed recyclables and debris that
may attract wildlife within sealed animal proof containers until final disposal.

3) The Proponent should ensure that sealed animal proof containers are cleaned
once emptied to minimize the attraction of wildlife.
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4) The Proponent should ensure that all grey water (dishwater, showers, laundry,
etc.) and black water (sewage) are treated and disposed of in a manner that will
minimize the attraction of wildlife.

5) The Proponent should remove all waste petroleum products including used oil
filters, rags, scrap metal, discarded machinery, parts, drums, barrels, or plastics
to an approved waste disposal facility.
Comments and Recommendations Directed to the Proponent

The following comments are directed to the applicant of the Land Use Permit and
are provided based on ENR’s mandated responsibilities under the Environmental
Protection Act, the Forest Management Act, the Forest Protection Act, the Species at
Risk (NWT) Act, the Waters Act and the Wildlife Act. The following comments and
recommendations are for the information, consideration, and appropriate action of
the Proponent and as they are applicable to project activities.
Legislative and Regulatory Requirements

Topic 9: Forest Management
Recommendation(s):
1) In order to comply with the Forest Protection Act (Sections 10 and 19(1)), the
Proponent should adhere to the Forest Fire Prevention and Suppression
Guidelines. The intent of the Guidelines is threefold. First, industrial operations
must be conducted so that they do not contribute to the fire load. Second,
industrial operations must be able to control and extinguish any fires that occur
as a result of their operations. Finally, industrial operations must be able to
respond to wildfires that may affect human life and other property as a result of
their operations. The guidelines may be accessed at the following website:

http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/industrial_guidelines_forest_fire_preve
ntion_suppression.pdf
2) The Forest Management Act and Regulations prohibits anyone from cutting,
using or transporting timber, or damaging standing timber unless:
• Authorized with a Timber Permit;
• Authorized by license; or
• Exempted from holding a Permit or license.

The Proponent is requested to contact the local/regional ENR office for
further information on obtaining a Forest Management Authorization, if
required.
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3) If the Proponent plans to burn brush or other materials during the official fire
season (May 01 – September 30), they will require a Permit to Burn from ENR, as
per the Forest Protection Act (Section 10(1) and 21).
4) The Proponent should be aware of Part 1 Clause 18 of the Exemption List
Regulations under the Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act in which a
burn authorized under a Permit to Burn is exempt from Preliminary Screening if
it is not greater than an area of 25 m2.
5) If the site brush and tree cover is not merchantable then it should be piled up
accordingly (and not mixed with soil) so that it can be burned or spread out at a
later date. If merchantable wood is involved, either merchantable firewood or
saw timber, it should be cleanly set to one side of the operation and made
available for recovery. The Proponent should contact the local ENR office to
determine what forest management authorization will be required, if any.
Topic 10: Wildlife Abodes

Comment(s):
Subject to sub-section 51(2) of the Wildlife Act, it is illegal to break into, destroy or
damage a den, beaver dam or lodge, muskrat push-up or hibernaculum unless you
have an Aboriginal or treaty right or a Permit to do so.

Protection of dens, beaver lodges, muskrat push-ups, and hibernacula is essential to
ensuring reproductive success and survival of both adults and young.
Recommendation(s):

1) Contact ENR prior to start-up of project activities to determine if there are any
known dens, push-ups, lodges, beaver dams or hibernacula within the project
area.

2) Prior to start-up of project activities, conduct surveys of lakes or other water
bodies proposed to be used for water withdrawal or winter access roads to
determine the presence of muskrat push-ups, beaver lodges or beaver dams. If
one or more of these features is found contact ENR to discuss mitigation options.

3) Further guidance on different setback distances and timing windows for wildlife
abodes are provided in Table 6 of the Northern Land Use Guidelines: Northwest
Territories Seismic Operations Vol.9 (a) at:
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http://www.lands.gov.nt.ca/sites/lands/files/resources/nlug_seismic_2015_eng
lish_-_16_sept_2015.pdf

Proponents should also check whether there are setback distances and timing
restrictions for wildlife abodes within the regional land use plan for their project
area.
Topic 11: Advice for NWT Listed and Pre-listed Species at Risk
Comment(s):
Sections 76 and 77 of the Species at Risk (NWT) Act requires the Minister of
Environment and Natural Resources to make a submission to the body responsible
for assessing the potential impacts of a proposed development, or for considering a
Land Use Permit or Water Licence application, respecting the potential impacts of
the proposed development, Permit or Licence application on a NWT-listed or prelisted species or its habitat. NWT-listed species are those that are on the NWT List
of Species at Risk. Pre-listed species are those that have been assessed by the NWT
Species at Risk Committee (SARC) but have not yet been added to the NWT List of
Species at Risk.

The Proponent should be aware that NWT-listed or pre-listed species at risk and
their habitat may also be subject to protection under existing sections of the NWT
Wildlife Act.

As a best practice, ENR encourages the Proponent to consider potential impacts,
mitigation measures and monitoring requirements for species at risk listed under
the federal Species at Risk Act, as well as those designated as at risk by the
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) that may
occur in the project area, and the prohibitions that may apply to these species under
federal legislation.

The project area overlaps with the ranges of the following NWT-listed and/or prelisted species:
• Boreal Caribou – listed as of Feb 2014, Threatened in the NWT

Recommendation(s):

1) For information on NWT species at risk in the project area please consult:
• http://www.nwtspeciesatrisk.ca/SpeciesAtRisk
• http://www.nwtspeciesatrisk.ca/ToolsForDevelopers
• Species at Risk in the NWT - 2016 Edition
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The Proponent should be aware of the prohibitions that may apply to the species
that occur in your area. Check the Species at Risk (NWT) Act regulations webpage
(http://www.nwtspeciesatrisk.ca/ToolsForDevelopers) to see if there are any
applicable regulations or agreements with land owners that must be followed for
NWT-listed or pre-listed species at risk.

2) For information and legislative requirements related to federally-listed species
at risk, consult the Species at Risk Public Registry (www.sararegistry.gc.ca) or
contact Environment and Climate Change Canada or the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans.

3) Ensure that employees and contractors are aware of the species at risk that
might occur in the project area. This includes species that are pre-listed or listed
under the Species at Risk (NWT) Act, species listed under the federal Species at
Risk Act, and species designated as at risk by COSEWIC.

4) If species at risk are encountered during project undertakings, the primary
mitigation measure should be avoidance. The Proponent should avoid contact
with or disturbance to each species, its habitat and/or its residence.

5) Monitoring should be undertaken by the Proponent to determine the
effectiveness of mitigation and/or identify where further mitigation is required.
As a minimum, monitoring should include recording the locations and dates of
any observations of species at risk, behaviour or actions taken by the animals
when project activities were encountered, and any actions taken by the
Proponent to avoid contact with or disturbance to the species, its habitat, and/or
its residence.
6) Submit sightings of species at risk and monitoring information to ENR’s Wildlife
Management Information System (WMIS) and to other appropriate regulators
and organizations with management responsibility for the species as may be
necessary at:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/programs/wildlife-research/wildlife-managementinformation-services
Further information on the WMIS can be found at:

http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/programs/wildlife-research/wildlife-managementinformation-services
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Topic 12: Cumulative Effects Tracking
Comment(s):
Keeping track of the disturbance footprint of development activities is an important
component of tracking and informing the management of cumulative effects on
wildlife and wildlife habitat.

Recommendation(s):

1) The Proponent should submit the bounding coordinates, or geospatial data for
the proposed project footprint and for the completed project footprint to the
Land and Water Board for placement on the public registry. The MVLWB’s
“Standards for Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Submissions” should be
followed when submitting spatial data.
Topic 13: Nesting Birds
Comment(s):
• Conducting activities involving vegetation clearing, ground disturbance or
demolition of buildings and other structures during the nesting season increases
the risk of contravening paragraph 51(1)(a) of the Wildlife Act which prohibits
destroying, disturbing, or taking the eggs of a bird or a nest when it is occupied
by a bird or its eggs, or destroying, disturbing, or taking the nest of a prescribed
bird at any time.

• Protection of nests is essential to ensuring reproductive success and survival of
both adults and young.

• The Canadian Wildlife Service of Environment and Climate Change Canada
(ECCC) is the responsible management authority for migratory birds protected
under the Migratory Birds Convention Act, 1994.
https://ec.gc.ca/nature/default.asp?lang=En&n=496E2702-1

• GNWT is responsible for the management of non-migratory birds including
raptors.

• Critical breeding periods for NWT raptors can start as early as the 1st week of
April and last up until 3rd week of September, depending on the species and
location.
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Recommendation(s):
1) Follow ECCC’s Avoidance Guidelines related to incidental take of migratory birds
in Canada available at:
http://www.ec.gc.ca/paom-itmb/default.asp?lang=En&n=AB36A082-1)

2) Consult ECCC’s General Nesting Periods of Migratory Birds in Canada for current
information on general nesting periods of federally protected migratory birds
that occur within the NWT. Available at:
http://www.ec.gc.ca/paom-itmb/default.asp?lang=En&n=4F39A78F-1

3) Contact ENR, Wildlife Division for information on critical breeding periods for
raptors and/or known raptor nest sites in the project area.

4) Conduct vegetation clearing and any new ground disturbance outside of the
nesting season for birds in the project area.
5) If active nests are encountered during project activities implement protective
buffer zones described in the regional land use plan, Table 6 of the Northern
Land Use Guidelines – Seismic) or ECCC’s Recommended Buffer Zones and
Setback Distance available at:

http://www.ec.gc.ca/paom-itmb/default.asp?lang=En&n=8D910CAC-1#_03_1_1

Topic 14: Wildlife Disturbance and Harassment
Comment(s):

Unless authorized by a Licence or Permit, paragraphs 52(a) and (b) of the Wildlife
Act prohibit engaging in an activity that is likely to result in significant disturbance
to big game or other prescribed wildlife, or to unnecessarily chase, fatigue, disturb,
torment or otherwise harass game or other prescribed wildlife.
Schedule A – Part 1 of the Wildlife General Regulations, sets out the species
prescribed as big game, and Schedule B sets out prescribed wildlife for the purpose
of paragraphs 52(a) and (b) of the Wildlife Act.

Disturbance to wildlife from sources such as noise, light, vibrations, and human
presence can result in energetic stress, avoidance of key habitat, loss of
reproductive fitness, injury or mortality of wildlife. Activities that may cause
sensory disturbance to wildlife include vehicle traffic, stationary machinery, noise
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from blasting, excavation, crushing, seismic testing, vegetation clearing, and lighting
or flaring.
Recommendation(s):

1) The Proponent should be aware that no wildlife should be disturbed, chased, or
harassed by human beings on foot, in a motorized vehicle, or by aircraft. Unless
authorized by a Licence or Permit, paragraphs 52(a) and (b) of the Wildlife Act
prohibit engaging in an activity that is likely to result in significant disturbance
to big game or other prescribed wildlife, or to unnecessarily chase, fatigue,
disturb, torment or otherwise harass game or other prescribed wildlife.
However, subject to section 55 of the Wildlife Act a person may chase wildlife
away from a camp or work site if doing so is necessary to prevent injury or death
to a person or damage to property.

2) Consult the setback distances, flight altitude guidelines and timing windows for
wildlife provided in Tables 6 and 7 of the Northern Land Use Guidelines:
Northwest Territories Seismic Operations Vol.9 (a) as they are applicable to
variety of land use activities:
http://www.lands.gov.nt.ca/sites/lands/files/resources/nlug_seismic_2015_eng
lish_-_16_sept_2015.pdf

3) Consult the approved Land Use Plan, if applicable, that applies to the project area
for further guidance on setback distances and timing windows to minimize
disturbance to wildlife.
4) Wildlife shall be given the right of way at all times.

5) Suspend activities temporarily if one or more individuals of a big game species
are spotted within five hundred (500) metres of the work site.
Topic 15: Reporting Wildlife Sighting
Comment(s):
Proponents are encouraged to record wildlife sightings and to submit these records
to ENR’s WMIS. Wildlife sightings data provides useful information for assessing
changes in species distribution and the timing and location of different life history
events such as migration, denning, nesting, calving, etc.
Recommendation(s):
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1) Submit information about wildlife sightings (species, date, time, location, number
of individuals, sex, behaviour, etc.) to WMIS at WMISTeam@gov.nt.ca. For
further information on the WMIS consult:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/programs/wildlife-research/wildlife-managementinformation-services

2) Contact the regional ENR office to obtain blank wildlife sightings forms.

Topic 16: Reporting Wildlife Defence/Property Kills and Wildlife Incidents
Comment(s):
Subject to paragraph 57(a) of the Wildlife Act, any big game or other prescribed
wildlife that is killed to prevent injury or death to a person or damage to property
must be reported to ENR as soon as is practicable. Section 7 of the Wildlife General
Regulations describes what information must be included in the report.

Subject to section 58 of the Wildlife Act and sub-section 8(1) of the Wildlife General
Regulations, any person who accidentally kills or seriously wounds big game or
other prescribed wildlife with a motorized vehicle on a highway must report the
event to an officer within 24 hours after the incident.
Recommendation(s):

1) Report all sightings of bears in and around the project location to your local ENR
office. Any defence of life and property kills must be reported to the appropriate
ENR office immediately. Please contact the following Regional Office as required:
• Hay River Wildlife Emergency Line at (867) 875-7640

2) Ensure all field personnel have completed a bear safety training course to
decrease the risk of attracting bears to work sites and threats to human safety,
learn how to respond to bear encounters, and decrease the risk of wildlife
mortality resulting from kills in defence of life and property.
3) Consult the “Safety in Grizzly Bear and Black Bear Country” brochure, available
at:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/web_pdf_wd_bear_safety_brochure_1_ma
y_2015.pdf

4) Report to an ENR officer as soon as is practicable any wildlife that is killed to
prevent injury or death to a person or damage to property.
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5) Report to an ENR officer any big game or other prescribed wildlife that is killed
or seriously wounded by a motorized vehicle on a highway within 24 hours after
the incident.

6) Reports must include at minimum the name of the person who killed or injured
the wildlife, an explanation of the incident, the time, date and location of the
incident, the species or quantity involved, and any other information requested
by the wildlife officer.
7) Contact the regional ENR office to obtain blank wildlife incident forms.
Topic 17: Wildlife Attractants and Waste Management
Comment(s):
Subject to sub-section 66(1) of the Wildlife Act no person shall store food, waste, or
other substances in a manner that may attract big game or other prescribed wildlife
and put people, domestic animals or wildlife in danger.

Subject to sub-section 65(1) of the Wildlife Act, it is illegal to intentionally feed big
game, furbearers or other prescribed wildlife. Schedule A – Part 2 of the Wildlife
General Regulations sets out the species prescribed as fur-bearers.

Recommendation(s):

1) Waste being stored on site prior to being transported to a municipal landfill site,
or disposed by other methods, must be stored in a manner that minimizes the
attraction of wildlife, as it is a violation of Section 66(1) of the Wildlife Act. An
animal proof, sealed container must be used for storing waste onsite to minimize
wildlife being attracted to odours. For reference please refer to the following
guidance document “Safety in Grizzly and Black Bear Country”
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/sites/enr/files/web_pdf_wd_bear_safety_brochure_1_ma
y_2015.pdf

2) Project personnel should not intentionally feed wildlife or purposefully
encourage wildlife to habituate to human presence.
Topic 18: Spill Contingency Planning
Recommendation(s):
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1) In accordance with the Spill Contingency Planning and Reporting Regulations
Section 10, all spills in accordance with Schedule B must be reported immediately
to the 24-hour Spill Report Line (867) 920-8130.

2) With respect to the Environmental Protection Act Section 5 (1b) all spills
regardless of amount must be cleaned up, and contaminated materials disposed
of at an approved facility, and as per Section 5(1c) all reasonable efforts must be
made to notify any parties affected or potentially affected by the spill.

3) ENR recommends, for increased environmental protection, that all heavy
equipment and refuelling vehicles carry portable spill kits that include items
such as absorbent pads, containment booms and spill pool catchment
receptacles. Readily available and fully stocked spill kits can effectively mitigate
potential spills.
ENR reminds the Proponent that references to applicable statutes and regulations
are to be considered as advice only, and should not be construed as permission to
contravene any other applicable statutes and regulations not mentioned in this
letter.
Comments and recommendations were provided by ENR technical experts in
Environment Division, Wildlife Division, the Water Resources Division and the
South Slave Region and were coordinated and collated by the Environmental Impact
Assessment Section, Conservation, Assessment and Monitoring (CAM).

Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact Patrick
Clancy, Environmental Regulatory Analyst at (867) 767-9233 Ext: 53096 or email
patrick_clancy@gov.nt.ca.
Sincerely,

Patrick Clancy
Environmental Regulatory Analyst
Environmental Assessment and Monitoring
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Government of the Northwest Territories
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R.J. Simpson
MLA Hay River North
104 - 62 Woodland Drive
Hay River, NT X0E 1G1
rj_simpson@gov.nt.ca

June 29th, 2017
Jen Potten, Regulatory Officer
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
7th Floor , 4910 50th Avenue
Yellowknife, NT X1A 2P6
Ms. Potten,
I am writing in support of the application submitted by Darnley Bay Resources Ltd. to expand the
company’s mineral exploration activities at the Pine Point area currently permitted under Land Use
Permit MV2016C0023 for a term of five years.
I have spoken to numerous constituents, as well as owners and representatives of a number of local
businesses, and have found broad support for the project. Residents understand that expanding
exploration is an important step towards possible extractive activity that would have positive impacts on
Hay River and the South Slave region as a whole.
Should you have any questions regarding this letter of support, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

R.J. Simpson
MLA Hay River North

